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OBJECTIVES OF WORK
In recent years, the development of multi-core CPUs and GPUs with many cores
has taken precedence over an increase in clock frequency. Therefore, writing parallel
programs for multi-core and many-core systems becomes increasingly important. Due
to the lack of inherently parallel language features in most programming languages,
today many programs are written sequentially and then enhanced with special pragmas
or framework calls hinting parallelizable parts of code. This hints are then used to
modify and extend the code with parallel constructs in a preprocessing step. If it is
crucial to optimize the run time of a program, the code generated by this step has to be
inspected an manually tuned. To keep the original and the transformed code artifacts
synchronized, an editor with a round-trip engineering (RTE) system can be used. RTE
propagates changes made in the source artifacts to the generated artifacts and vice
versa.
One tool that can be used to expand pragmas to parallelized source code is the invasive
software composition framework SkAT. SkAT-based tools use reference attribute gram-
mars (RAGs) to compose code fragments according to a composition program written
in Java. To facilitate the creation of SkAT-based tools, a minimal composition system
framework SkAT/Minimal on to of the SkAT core contains mechanisms to enable the
incremental building of such tools. The principle of island parsing is employed to be
able to express just as much of a language as is necessary for composition.
In this work, composition systems based on SkAT/Minimal are targeted. The task is
split into two parts: first, approaches for RTE are analyzed and a concept for a RTE
system is created. The focus lies on the analysis of features and requirements of
existing RTE approaches and a thorough investigation of all relevant steps required to
implement such a system for SkAT/Minimal. The second part of the task is the creation
and evaluation of a prototypical implementation of the system. Due to the complexity
of the problem, limited functionality is acceptable as long as some requirements are
met:
• The system must display a composition system with all its components.• It must be able to trace a position in the composed code back to its original
fragment.
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• The system and the composed code must be displayed with a markup to directly
show the connection of source fragments and their position in the composed
code.
The evaluation of the prototypical implementation must include an analysis of the
extensibility to a complete RTE system that includes instructions for the extension at a
later time or points out the obstacles for such an extension.
The thesis has to be written in English or German. It must explain the developed solution,
document the user interface, show integration examples and measure performance.
The implementation and the software artifacts it depends on have to be written and
documented in English and will be published under terms of the MIT License (X11
License).
FOCUS OF WORK
• Familiarization with reference attribute grammars, SkAT and it’s underlying
technologies.• Investigation of existing approaches for RTE and their suitability for a use with
SkAT.• Creation of a concept for a RTE editor for SkAT. A special focus lies on traceability
of parts of the code between fragments and the occurrence and handling of
conflicts.• Development of a prototypical implementation of a RTE-editor that supports
composition systems build upon SkAT/Minimal. The code has to be
well-documented and tested.• Evaluation of the developed concept and the prototype.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Separation of concerns is not only applicable to features of software, but can also
be used to distribute tasks of the software development process. The increased
complexity of modern systems requires the collaboration and coordination of many
participants, e. g., developers, designers, and testers.
Avoiding repetitions and redundancy in the software development process – from
specification, over implementation and test, up to maintenance – is essential for a
successful and prosperous system. Unmanaged redundancy often dooms the downfall
of the software. Therefore, a future-proof software system needs good and efficient
concepts and tools to avoid redundancy and keep artifacts during the development
process consistent.
1.1 MOTIVATION
Assembling complex systems from components is known in several engineering dis-
ciplines, including software engineering. The separation of software into aspects,
independent components, and reusable fragments was an enabler for building reliable
and profitable software. The benefits of composition systems now need to be adapted
and extended to today’s challenges in software development.
Over the last years, the demand for parallel programs has increased with the advent
of multi-core CPUs and GPUs. The lack of fundamental support for parallelization in
many programming languages or compilers, and the increased complexity of design
and implementation of parallel program features often account for sequential software.
Transforming sequential code, using well-defined rules, into parallel programs is a
demanding issue in the field of software engineering. The application domain of such
transformations is not limited to new software in development, but can also enhance
legacy code bases.
The object of this work is to combine the advantages above with means to tweak and
maintain so developed systems. Therefore, the concept of round-trip engineering is
adopted to the SkAT invasive software composition framework and allows for a better
workflow when designing, using, and combining fragments of software.
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1.2 SCOPE
The scope of this work is limited to the evaluation and examination of existing round-trip
approaches and the prototypical implementation of a round-trip editor based on SkAT/Min-
imal as proof-of-concept. Although the gained insights and results may be applicable to
other composition systems, the presented concepts and solutions are tailored for inva-
sive software composition systems based on SkAT/Minimal, i. e., for scalable invasive
composition. The conceptual work presented can be seen as guidance for extending
the prototype towards a full-fledged round-trip system for SkAT.
1.3 CONTRIBUTIONS
The contribution of this work is three-fold. The knowledge gained from the detailed
inspection of existing technologies on round-trip engineering is used to adapt and
extend the SkAT framework, to build an editor prototype, and to refine the existing
concepts with regard to invasive software composition with SkAT. Each of these points
is elaborated extensively in the course of this work.
[C1] Tracing in SkAT The first contribution, as presented in chapter 4, is the extension
of the existing framework of SkAT/Minimal to allow for round-trip engineering. In
particular, the solutions for decomposition of woven software proposed in the literature
are transfered to the composition system. The first subgoal is to retrieve a composition
framework which is technically capable of round-trip engineering.
[C2] Editor Prototype The prototypical implementation of a round-trip editor is the
second contribution. As shown in chapter 5, the prototype uses the features intro-
duced by [C1] to demonstrate the tracing of fragment origins in composed files. The
implementation is based on the Eclipse plug-in framework, and can be used with any
composition system based on SkAT/Minimal.
[C3] RTE-editor concept Finally, the conception of a round-trip editor for SkAT/Mini-
mal in chapter 6 is the third contribution. Based on a detailed analysis of approaches on
round-trip for composition systems, the design of an editor is addressed. The presented
notions continue the thoughts of [C1] and [C2]. In the process, occurring problems are
evaluated and solutions are proposed.
1.4 ORGANIZATION
The remainder of this work is structured as follows. First, background knowledge re-
quired for the further topics is briefly presented in chapter 2. In particular, the concept of
software composition is explained. Then, existing approaches on round-trip engineering
are discussed in chapter 3. The next three chapters treat the main contributions of this
work.
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In chapter 4 the technical foundation for round-trip in SkAT is introduced. Hereafter, the
added functionality is used to build the editor prototype in chapter 5. Subsequently, the
third contribution in form of the editor concept is presented in chapter 6. Chapter 7
evaluates the contributions and concludes the work with an outlook on future works.
3

2 BACKGROUND
The concept of components helps to reuse well-tested and proven-correct components
in software systems, e. g. classes, libraries, or whole (sub-)systems. Components
often are or contain best-practice solutions for common problems. The development
process of new software systems can be accelerated by good composition systems
and supporting tools. The key aspects of composing software systems are problem
solving by divide-and-conquer and outsourcing of problem solutions for reuse.
Tool support for software composition can be of various forms. For instance, view-based
programming can graphically aid aspect-oriented programming (AOP) by separating con-
cerns graphically. The concept of round-trip engineering (RTE) is another editor-based
approach assisting the development with components.
Section 2.1 covers the fundamentals of formal languages and parsing techniques in
practice. The presented notions and notations provide an entry point for understanding
parsers and parser generators. These are an essential part in composition systems for
textual languages.
Section 2.2 discusses attribute grammars (AGs) and reference attribute grammars
(RAGs). Attribute grammars are a formal way to define attributes for the productions of
a formal grammar and associate these attributes to values. Thus, they specify static
semantics of context-free languages. The concept of RAGs introduces references
between distant nodes in the abstract syntax tree (AST), which yields graph structures
of ASTs.
In section 2.3 composition systems and related topics are explained. The section
focuses on the concept used in SkAT, namely invasive software composition (ISC)
with fragment composition systems. Therefore, the notion of fragments and fragment
artifacts is introduced and the concept of binding and extending hooks and slots is
discussed.
In section 2.4 the general idea of round-trip engineering (RTE) is presented.
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2.1 FUNDAMENTALS
This section introduces the fundamental terminology about languages, syntax trees,
parsing, and unparsing. The concept of syntax trees for representing program source
code presented in section 2.1.1 is well-known in the field of language theory and com-
piler construction (cf. Schöning, 2003; Asteroth and Baier, 2003; Aho, Sethi, and Ullman,
1986). Concrete and abstract syntax trees represent the syntactic structure of program
source code and are often used for program analysis and program transformations, e. g.
in invasive software composition.
Syntax trees can be obtained from source code by applying a parser which reads the
textual input and produces the syntax tree as output. Vice versa, a textual representation
as program source code can be obtained from syntax trees by a mechanism called
pretty printing. Both concepts are described in section 2.1.2 with a side note on island
grammars and island parsing.
2.1.1 SYNTAX TREES
An abstract syntax tree (AST) is a data structure for processing and visualizing the
abstract syntactic structure of source code written in a programming language or DSL1.
Syntax trees consist of nodes, edges, and labels, where nodes are related via an
injective parent-child relation. That means that each node has a certain number (zero
or more) of child nodes, and each node (except the root node) has exactly one unique
parent node. Nodes without children are called leaf nodes. Each node of the tree
denotes a language construct occurring in the source code, e. g. a method declaration
or a variable reference.
In contrast to concrete syntax trees (CSTs), some details appearing in the real syntax
are left out in the AST. For instance, grouping parentheses, additional whitespaces,
and line delimiters are visible in the CST but not in the AST. Thus, an AST is a slim but
expressive representation of a program’s structure.
Therefore, abstract syntax trees are well suited for performing program analysis and
program transformation tasks. This becomes evident when the program constructs
should be modified or enhanced with properties and annotations. By analyzing an AST,
additional information about the program represented can be collected, e. g., a symbol
table for variables can be filled, or a call graph for method calls can be created. Program
transformations can be accomplished by replacing subtrees in the AST, e. g., exchanging
a subtree for the arithmetic expression 3 + 3 with the tree denoting the expression 2 · 3.
Note that transformations cannot be applied in any way but are restricted by the syntax
of language.
2.1.2 PARSING AND UNPARSING
Informally, a parser is a program or function that (1) solves the word problem for a
given input string, and (2) constructs a corresponding syntax tree to allow for further
1A Domain Specific Language (DSL) is a computer or programming language specialized to a particular
use case, the application domain.
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Figure 2.1: The left-hand side shows an (simplified) AST representing a
variable assignment statement. The assignment consists of
the variable to be assigned (left branch) and the new value
(right branch). The tree on the right-hand side is “concretized”
with additional terminals to visualize the concrete syntax (CST).
processing of the input. Solving the word problem means checking for correct syntax
of the given input.
The traditional approach on parsing consists of a separate lexer (also scanner) which
creates a stream of tokens from the sequence of input characters. This is called
lexical analysis and simplifies the actual parsing. For instance, a keyword or identifier
occurring in the source code will be handed as a single token to the parser instead
of single characters. The syntactic analysis takes the sequence of tokens and builds
an appropriate data structure, e. g., an AST. Alternatively, instead of separating lexer
and parser, the stages of lexical and syntactic analysis can be combined in scannerless
parsing.
Figure 2.2: The traditional approach on parsing in four stages. (cf. Karol,
2014, Fig. 3.7, p. 37)
Figure 2.2 shows the logical data flow for a traditional parsing approach in four stages.
In (1) the source code’s characters are grouped into tokens which are filtered in (2).
The filtering often sorts out whitespaces, e. g., blank lines and line breaks. The actual
parsing stage creates a CST from the remaining tokens in (3). The CST is filtered again
in (4) to clean up unnecessary terminal symbols as can be seen in the comparison of
AST and CST in figure 2.1.
Instead of building a parser by hand, parser development tools (or parser generators)
can be used to generate parsers from grammar specifications (semi-) automatically. In
either case, the resulting AST represents the hierarchical structure of the input, where
lower nodes (closer to the leaves) have a higher level of detail and upper nodes (closer
to the root) have a higher degree of abstraction.
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ISLAND GRAMMARS AND ISLAND PARSING
Island grammars are a special kind of CFG which were originally used for parsing
mixed languages with relevant (islands) and secondary (water ) parts (Moonen, 2001;
Synytskyy, Cordy, and Dean, 2003). Water elements are typically flat, i. e., they just
contain the textual content without any additional information about structure. On the
other side, islands are detailed subtrees for relevant parts in the source file.
In the context of composition systems, islands are useful for specifying “interesting”
language constructs while the complexity of implementing a parser for the complete
target language is prevented. The main drawback of using island component models
is that the full syntactic composition guarantees of ISC are lost. Nevertheless, when
developing a composition system, the balance between implementation complexity
and composition quality needs to be evaluated specific to the use case (cf. Karol, 2014).
UNPARSING
Unparsing or pretty printing denotes the reverse process of creating a textual output
in form of source code from an AST. Conceptually, the phases of parsing are reverted,
i. e., the given AST is “concretized” with additional terminals to a CST which in turn is
projected to a token stream which can be serialized to the source code as character
stream. Essentially, the layouting and formatting information lost during parsing needs
to be added to the representation in abstract syntax.
Figure 2.3: The left-hand side shows the logical phases of unparsing an
abstract syntax tree to source code. On the right-hand side
the logical phases are squashed into a single stage using a
program and/or template for generating the output. (cf. Karol,
2014, Figs. 3.15 & 3.16)
Often these logical stages of unparsing are squashed into one single stage. During
this single stage, the tree is traversed and the output string is constructed using the
AST’s host programming language’s operations for string processing.Figure 2.3 shows
the two alternatives side-by-side. The logical stages reverse the lexing and parsing
process step-by-step by enriching the AST and tokenizing the resulting CST. The figure’s
right-hand side illustrates how a program and/or template can be used to squash the
stages into a single step and directly emit source code.
Sometimes it is desired to preserve the original layout information and use it for
pretty printing to achieve a formatting close to the input. Furthermore, in some cases
the additional control abilities using staged unparsing are required for formatting or
modifying the output stream.
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2.2 ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS
Attribute grammars (AGs) were introduced by Knuth (1971) and are by now a well-known
formalism for specifying context-sensitive properties of context-free languages.
An attribute grammar is an extended context-free grammar (CFG). With each nontermi-
nal of the CFG a set of attribute declarations is associated. These attributes define the
semantic interface of the nonterminal. The grammar’s productions are extended with
semantic rules.
The attributes are either characterized as synthesized or inherited, depending on how
they are used to transport information through the syntax tree structure. Synthesized
attributes are used for bottom-up computations, whereas inherited attributes are used
for top-down computations over syntax trees. Note that the term inherited is used due
to historical reasons and is unrelated to that from object-orientation.
Every attribute a is defined with regard to the CFG’s productions, that is, for a production
X0 → X1 . . . Xn a semantic rule for the attribute a is written as a = f (a1, . . . , am). f is
called a semantic function and is applied to the attributes a1, . . . , am. The whole attribute
definition is often called equation. The attribute a must either be a synthesized attribute
of X0 (computed bottom-up from X0’s children X1, . . . , Xn), or an inherited attribute of
Xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n (computed from the node’s siblings). Simply spoken, a semantic rule
defines either a synthesized attribute of a production’s left-hand symbol, or an inherited
attribute of one of the production’s right-hand side symbols. For every production, in
order to compute the attributes, all synthesized attributes associated with the left-hand
side and all inherited attributes associated with one of the right-hand side nonterminals
must be defined. A semantic rule only depends on attributes available within the same
production, i. e., it is defined within its local context.
Example The following example illustrates the use of (synthesized) attributes to
calculate the result of an expression for a small CFG which describes a language for the
addition and multiplication of integers.
Syntactic rules Semantic rules
Expr1 → Expr2 + Term [Expr1.value = Expr.2.value + Term.value]
Expr → Term [Expr.value = Term.value]
Term1 → Term2 * Factor [Term1.value = Term2.value * Factor.value]
Term → Factor [Term.value = Factor.value]
Factor → "(" Expr ")" [Factor.value = Expr.value]
Factor → integer [Factor.value = intToStr(integer)]
Listing 2.1: Extension of a CFG to an AG calculating the value of a simple
arithmetic expression.
On the left-hand side the syntactic rules of the CFG are shown. The indexed symbols
(Expr1, . . . ) are used to identify the specific symbol in the semantic rules, they do
not change the productions of the grammar. The semantic rules are shown on the
right-hand side.
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Each equation defines how the value for a production’s left-hand symbol is computed
using the attributes of the production’s right-hand symbols. In this case, the only at-
tribute defined is value. The attribute is computed bottom-up, i. e., only the nonterminal
symbol integer sets the value to the integer obtained by parsing the associated string.
2.2.1 REFERENCE ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS
The basic formalism of AGs presented above has developed over the last decades. AGs
have been applied to various kinds of languages, ranging from standard programming
languages like Java to modeling languages (cf. Heidenreich et al., 2013). Therefore,
several extensions towards object-orientation and intuitive usage in a practical context
have been developed. Hedin (1989) introduced object-oriented AGs which allow for
node and attribute inheritance, and thus simplify the AST and attribute declarations.
Moreover, this approach increases the flexibility when working with AGs.
Reference attribute grammars (RAGs) are an advancement of attribute grammars
introduced by Hedin (2000). Similarly, remote attribute grammars by Boyland (2005)
follow the same goal of dealing the references in AGs. Both approaches permit attributes
to be references to arbitrary, distanced nodes in the syntax tree. This mechanism allows
for overlaying the syntax tree with a more complex graph structure, which can be used
to express complex program analysis within the grammars. For instance, Hedin (2000)
has shown how the key constructs in object-oriented languages such as inheritance
and qualified use can be captured by using RAGs, and Bürger et al. have applied RAGs
to specify formal semantics in metamodeling (Bürger et al., 2011).
Over the years, a dynamic demand-driven evaluation strategy for RAGs has been
established as the de facto standard for evaluators. This is substantiated by the fact
that static computation of dependency graphs is not immediately possible, but has to
be determined during evaluation (cf. Hedin, 2000, sec. 3.3). A prominent example for a
meta-compilation system supporting RAGs is JastAdd (Ekman and Hedin, 2007), which
also supports modular specifications. This allows language developers to separate
concerns (like name and type analysis) and create flexible and extensible language
processors.
2.2.2 REFERENCE ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS IN SKAT
The SkAT composition framework is build on top of JastAdd tooling which allows for
generating compilers and other language-based tools. JastAdd’s declarative specifi-
cation language is based on reference attribute grammars and object-orientation (cf.
Hedin, 2011).
While Karol (2014) introduced SimpAG, a simple and general language for specify-
ing RAGs independently of the implementation language, this section describes the
notation used by JastAdd.
The JastAdd syntax for basic attribute declarations is as follows:
syn T A.x();
inh T A.y();
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The first line defines a synthesized (syn) attribute x for the class A with type T . This
declaration implicitly generates a Java API for accessing the attribute of the form
T A.x(). Similarly, the second line defines an inherited (inh) attribute y for the same
class A with the same type T . Inherited attributes can be accessed the same way as
synthesized attributes, i. e., the same Java API is generated: T A.y().
Synthesized attributes’ values are defined by equations of the form
eq A.x() = <Java -expr >;
where the Java expression on the right-hand side must be free of externally visible
side-effects. The context of the expression is the whole class A, and A’s complete
API and set of attributes may be used in the expression. Using the same syntax, the
(default) equation for A.x() can be overwritten in subclasses of A. Instead of defining
attribute and equation separately, a shorthand notation can be used:
syn T A.x() = <Java -expr >;
For inherited attributes inh T A.y() there must be equations defining y in all classes
that have children of type A. Note that the definitions of inherited attributes are located
in the parent AST node, rather than in the node itself. Thus, the attribute’s value is
defined in a class C for its child of type A:
eq T C.getA().y() = <Java -expr >;
This equation will apply to all inherited attributes y in the subtree rooted at A. Ana-
logues to the synthesized case, a subclass D can override the (default) equation of the
superclass.
For complex computations of attributes the expression can be written as a method body
instead of a single expression. Inside the method body, ordinary Java code (including
local variables, assignments, and loops) can be used. However, as stated before, the
computation has to be free of side effects.
syn T A.x() {
...
return <Java -expr >;
}
Utilizing the RAG tooling, traditional compilation data structures with separate symbol
tables and flow graphs can be simplified into an object-oriented model. Figure 2.4
shows how the symbol table and flow graph of the traditional approach are integrated
into the abstract syntax tree.
JastAdd also supports parameterized attributes, attribute caching, collection attributes,
and circular attributes (cf. Hedin, 2011). Furthermore, nonterminal attributes (NTAs)
can be defined. NTAs itself are nodes in the AST which are viewed as attributes and
defined by equations. Contrary to normal AST nodes, NTAs are not built by the parser.
The declaration of an NTA in JastAdd has the following syntax:
syn nta C A.anNTA () = new C();
As normal attributes, NTAs can either be inherited or synthesized. The attribute’s value
C should be a newly created node or subtree and fully initialized, i. e., none of its children
are initialized to null. Apart from the particularities described above the NTA can itself
have attributes that follow the general rules for synthesized or inherited attributes.
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Figure 2.4: The JastAdd compilation data structures are embedded into
the AST as reference attributes. Thereby, an object-oriented
model of the program is described. (cf. Hedin, 2011, p. 2, Fig.
1)
2.3 COMPOSITION SYSTEMS
Over the last decades the production of software systems has become more and more
crucial in industrial processes. The competition on the market forces companies to
reduce time to market and development costs. Two key factors are important for being
successful - reuse of existing solutions and adaption to new problems. Incorporating
prefabricated software components, so-called components off-the-shelf (COTS), is
well-known from other engineering disciplines- This concept was transfered to software
engineering.
A look on the historical timeline of component systems reveals several interesting
milestones. It all started with simple modular systems which allowed for interchanging
parts (modules) of a system with new implementations. The next achievement on the
field of component systems was object-oriented programming with extensible and
scalable runtime components, followed by architecture systems and aspect systems.
Component systems can be characterized by three properties. The component model
defines how the elements of composition look like and thereby when a component can
be exchanged for another. In order to determine how the components are put together,
a composition technique is needed. The technique should be flexible and should offer
a range of composition operators. The composition language is required for writing
composition recipes which describe how a system should be built from components.
Section 2.3.1 explains the difference between component and composition systems
and leads to the more detailed view on fragment-based invasive software composition
presented in section 2.3.2. Finally, a short overview of SkAT as an invasive software
composition system is given in section 2.3.3.
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Figure 2.5: The conceptual tower of component systems has grown from
bottom-to-top over time. The central technical concept is de-
noted by italic shape, examples are denoted by typewriter
font. (Aßmann, 2003b, p. 3, Fig. 1.1)
2.3.1 SOFTWARE COMPOSITION SYSTEMS
Software composition systems (SCS) have emerged from component systems. The
main difference between these two is that composition systems focus on the compo-
sition, i. e., they concentrate on how components are arranged to final software. In
terms of the three properties mentioned above, we can now see the importance of
composition technique and composition language.
Instead of treating components as black-boxes, full-fledged composition systems are
based on a gray-box component model. A good example for a well-known composition
system are aspect systems with cross-cutting aspects. The components can no longer
hide their internals, e. g., the implementation language, as the core components can
be extended and varied at joint points. Note that aspect systems distinguish between
core components and aspects. Systems in the field of aspect-oriented programming
often use a mechanism of code transformations called weaving which transforms the
aspect-oriented sources into woven classes or bytecode (Kiczales et al., 2001). This
notion of weaving systems was adopted as a general term for gray-box composition
techniques, e. g., aspect and fragment weaving.
2.3.2 INVASIVE SOFTWARE COMPOSITION
Invasive software composition (ISC) was introduced by Aßmann (2003b) as a highly
flexible composition system. The novelty of ISC was to build the composition process
on top of program transformations. Invasive composition operators adapt components
to the specific context of reuse automatically.
The elements of composition in ISC are program fragments, which may contain place-
holders and points for extensions. The fragments are bundled in fragment boxes, which
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have a composition interface formed by hooks, the component’s variability points (cf.
Aßmann, 2003b, p. 109). Note that fragments are not limited to parts of full-fledged
programming languages, but can also stem from DSLs or modeling languages. The
common denominator is that fragments can be derived from a nonterminal of the
component language, i e., fragments are elements in the component language’s AST.
Hooks can either be implicit or explicit. The former are derived from the fragment
structure, e. g., implicit positions at the entry and exit of a method block in Java,
whereas the latter have to be declared explicitly in the fragment. Hooks typically allow
for composition with lists of similar objects, e. g., statements. If the composition point
is restricted to a single object they are denoted as slots.
The composition technique of ISC is based on parameterizable composition operators
which are applied by composers. Composition operators work on a host fragment and
take a compositional point and one or more argument fragments as input. The bind
operator transforms a host fragment at the given slot by replacing it with a copy of the
argument fragment (removing the slot from the composition interface). The extend
operator adds a copy of the given argument fragment to the extensible compositional
point (the hook). The hook remains available in the composition interface of the host
fragment.
The composition language is not strictly limited, but it has to allow for the specification
and execution of the composition process. In general, component and composition
language do not need to be the same.
public setPrice(double price){ 
return price;
}
public double decreasePrice(){
if(price>0){
this.price = price * 0.9;
 }
return price;
}
public class Item {
private double price;
public double getPrice(){ 
return price;
 }
public double decreasePrice(){
if(price>0){
this.price = price * 0.9;
 }
return price;
 }
public setPrice(double price){ 
return price;
 }
}
(a) fragment components before composition 
extend
bind
(b) invasively composed class
public class Item {
private double price;
public double getPrice(){ 
return price;
 }
<<decSlot>>
}
Figure 2.6: A simple fragment composition example. (Karol, Bürger, and
Aßmann, 2012, Fig. 2).
Figure 2.6 shows a simple example for fragment composition. There are two use cases
visualized, the binding of a declared slot and the extension of an implicit hook. The ex-
plicitly declared slot <<decSlot>> is bound with the concrete method decreasePrice().
Moreover, another method is added to the class body by extending an implicit hook
given by the fragment structure, i. e., by the structure of the component language. Note
that an arbitrary number of additional methods could be added to the class using the
extend operator. On the right, the invasively composed class is shown. As described
above, the declared slot was removed during the binding process, whereas the implicit
hook remains in the composition interface.
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2.3.3 SKAT
The Skeletons and Application Templates (SkAT) framework by Karol (2014) provides
an expressive and reliable foundation for creating composition systems for both, well-
formed and scalable composition. The term skeletons stems from patterns of parallel
programming which just a special use case of the more generic fragment composition
for application specific code generation, called application templates.
The structure of SkAT’s architecture can be seen in figure 2.7. The SkAT framework
is built on top of the JastAdd reference attribute grammar tooling and offers reusable
core RAGs for the fragment component model (SkAT/Core). As mentioned above, the
reusable core features of SkAT are split into two parts, SkAT/Minimal and SkAT/Full.
Extending the Core module, SkAT/Full adds composition algorithms and composers,
and acts as a base for full-fledged composition systems for well-formed composition,
whereas SkAT/Minimal is the foundation for minimal and scalable ISC.
Figure 2.7: Overview of the SkAT architecture. (cf. Karol, 2014, Fig. 7.6, p.
232)
The concept of well-formed fragment composition with RAGs is further described in
Karol, Bürger, and Aßmann (2012) and Karol (2014), but is not central to this work. Thus,
the focus lies on SkAT/Minimal and its minimal component model, which is used by
the functional composition system SkAT/TPL and higher level composition abstractions,
such as SkAT/UPP and SkAT/F.
The stated extensions of SkAT/Minimal use string-based composition for the weaving
process, which makes the composition very flexible. On the other hand, it is a drawback
for well-formedness of the woven output. The Slot Template Language (STpL) extends
the minimal model with a concrete notation for slots, using a hash # as slot delimiter.
The Variant Template Language (VTpL, Karol (2014, Chapter 7.3)) adds fragment variants
and prototypes to the compositional constructs. A C preprocessor-like system is given
by the Universal Extensible Preprocessor (UPP, Karol (2014, Chapter 7.4)), which again
is a string-based template engine. The latest extension to this roundup is the Fortran
Extensible Preprocessor (FPP or SkAT/F) which supports selected Fortran language
constructs by utilizing island parsing as presented in section 2.1.2.
The usage of island grammar is beneficial as it allows to refine the composition system
stepwise with new functionality. The parsed fragments consist of either water elements
(which just hold the content as plain strings) or selected language constructs which are
recognized by the parser generated from the island grammar.
Figure 2.8 shows an instance of a minimal component model at runtime. The pre-
sented fragments consists either of TextBlobs, which are basically unparsed program
structures, and slots with unique names. The ComposerList maps fragments to slots
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Figure 2.8: An example of the runtime structure of a minimal fragment
component model. The three fragments (Tpl1, Tpl2, and Arg)
are composed by a simple composition program. (Karol, 2014,
Fig. 7.5, p. 231)
via references. In this example, the advantage of island grammars and island parsing
becomes visible as the composition program only cares about the important parts (the
slots) in the fragments and ignores the rest.
2.3.4 TEMPLATE-BASED CODE GENERATION
Code generation in general covers the field of the automatic creation of source code
using code generators. A code generator produces the source code in a target language
from a specified input, which can be a model or existing code. The input might be
parameterized or transformed in its form to adapt to the use case and yield the desired
result.
In terms of programming techniques, code generation is counted to generative pro-
gramming (Voelter, 2004). A typical use case in the software development process
is the code generation from UML diagrams, but the formalism can also be found in
low-level processing stages such as compilers which generate bytecode from source
code automatically.
Template-based code generation in particular is used in generative programming to
create program source code from a template. A template can be seen as a skeleton
which contains a fixed and a variable part. During the generation process the variable
part of the template is filled and an instance of the template results. Typically, this
process is unidirectional, i. e., the parameterization or transformation used by the code
generator to produce the instance cannot (simply) be derived from the template and
the instance.
1 #modifier# class #className# {
2
3 [[LIST]] private #attrType# #attrName #; [[LIST]]
4
5 public #className #() {
6 super ();
7 }
8 }
Listing 2.2: A simple template example.
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Listing 2.2 shows a simple template for a Java class. The template has some open
parameters that need to be specified when instantiating it: via #modifier# the visibility
of the class can be set, #className# references the name of the class to be instantiated,
and #attrType# and #attrName# define attributes like String myAttr. Note that the
attribute slots are bracketed by [[LIST]] tags which indicates that several type/name
pairs can be specified during the instantiation.
The SkAT composition framework can be utilized for template meta-programming (Czar-
necki and Eisenecker, 1999) using STpL and VTpl. Karol shows how code generators
can be improved using SkAT/Minimal-based applications (cf. Karol, 2014, sec. 7.3).
From the perspective of this work, this classification of template-based code generation
in the SkAT ecosystem can be used to generalize round-trip engineering to systems
extending SkAT/Minimal.
2.4 ROUND-TRIP ENGINEERING
Building huge and complex software systems is a growing issue and occupies re-
searchers and practitioners alike. The concepts of software composition and separation
of concerns help to understand, maintain, and evolve big systems. Round-trip Engineer-
ing (RTE) bridges the gap from composed systems back to its piece parts, easing the
inspection and maintenance of composed systems.
In the following, the motivation for round-trip engineering (cf. section 2.4.1) during the
development process is presented. Section 2.4.2 gives a short foresight on the detailed
explanations of RTE in chapter 3.
2.4.1 MOTIVATION FOR ROUND-TRIP ENGINEERING
Round-trip engineering (RTE) is a method used in software development tools to ensure
consistency between system artifacts. This is usually achieved by propagating updates
and changes to the affected elements. The system artifacts can be of different types,
e. g., views, models, or source code. Accordingly, a RTE system can be model-to-source,
source-to-source, and so on. For instance, whenever the user edits an artifact in a
specific view, the changes are synchronized for overlapping views.
This characteristic of RTE is closely related to the traditional software engineering
disciplines of forward and reverse engineering. Forward engineering means to create
software artifacts from specifications, whereas reverse engineering means the opposite,
creating specifications from existing fragments. RTE is not simply the combination
of those two engineering methods, but can also affect existing artifacts from the
same domain, i. e., a change of a specification might be synchronized with another
specification. This basic principle is illustrated in figure 2.9, indicating that the forward
and reverse engineering processes are inverse to each other, i. e., artifacts can be
transformed back and forth.
In contrast to classical forward and reverse engineering, a (semi-)automatic propagation
of changes is desired for RTE. Although triggering a synchronization of artifacts manually
is possible, the real strength of round-trip is revealed when modifications can be
distributed without much user interaction. Unfortunately, this is not always possible.
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Domain A Domain B
Forward Engineering
f
Reverse Engineering
f −1
Round-trip
Figure 2.9: A simple instance of a round-trip system based on domain
transformations.
Probably the most popular form of RTE engineering can be found in the field of UML
modeling and source code generation. The purpose of RTE in this case is to synchronize
changes to UML models and the corresponding source code. For instance, the gener-
ated source code has to be adapted (or re-generated) if the UML model is changed, and
modifications in the source code should be reflected in the corresponding UML model,
e. g., when a class is renamed. The existing engineering processes for UML-to-source
transformation and its inverse are the base for existing RTE systems in this field, e. g.,
the UML tool Together2.
With regard to composition systems, RTE allows for a fluent development process
when working with generated fragments. A composed system can easily be analyzed
for its containing fragments, and thus debugging a composite becomes straightforward.
The difficulty in RTE for composition systems is to find a decomposer or inverse to the
forward engineering step.
2.4.2 CONCEPTS OF RTE
The general concept of RTE is a mathematical domain transformation and its inverse.
Domain transformations can be used to map a problem, which is hard to solve in
one domain, to a different domain where a solution can be computed more easily.
By applying the inverse domain transformation to the computed result, the solution
for the original problem is found (cf. Aßmann, 2003a, p. 34). A round-trip system
keeps the involved domains synchronized. Aßmann introduces the notion of automatic
round-trip engineering (ARE), where the inverse domain transformation can be derived
from the forward engineering specification. This, in theory, allows for easily extending
concepts of forward engineering to round-trip systems. However, computing the inverse
transformation is often hard or not possible at all, in which case auxiliary concepts are
required. ARE and possible extensions are further discussed in the subsequent chapter,
particularly in sections 3.1 and 3.3.1.
Round-trip engineering, as a software development method, should be integrated in
a development environment, forming an IDE. An IDE supporting RTE has to maintain
software artifacts with multiple representations. For instance, an UML round-trip editor
might offer the user a choice between a graphical representation of a class hierarchy,
and the textual representation as source code. In the remaining chapters, the SkAT
composition framework is evaluated and extended with the goal to create an enabling
environment for RTE.
2http://www.borland.com/Products/Requirements-Management/Together
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3 ANALYSIS OF RTE APPROACHES
As mentioned in section 2.4, automatic round-trip engineering can be seen as a
paradigm to construct software capable of round-trip features from forward engineering
specifications. Given SkAT as an invasive software composition tool, we want to derive
a general purpose round-trip extension from the forward engineering step, in this case
the process of software composition.
In the following, automatic round-trip engineering and its various incarnations are
presented and evaluated with regard to their applicability in SkAT/Minimal. First, the
notion of an automatic round-trip system is introduced in section 3.1. In sections 3.2
and 3.3 we will look at existing approaches of RTE in aspect weaving and invasive
composition systems, respectively. In section 3.4, the management of fragments in
RTE systems is covered. Finally, in section 3.5 the discussed RTE approaches are briefly
evaluated and associated with SkAT.
3.1 AUTOMATIC ROUND-TRIP ENGINEERING
The basic notion of automatic round-trip engineering (ARE) is formally defined by
Aßmann (2003a) as a tuple consisting of two domains A and B, a forward transformation
f , and a way to compute its inverse as i(f ) = f −1. Figure 2.9 on page 18 shows the
conceptual idea of this definition.
Definition 1 (automatic round-trip system (ARE) (cf. Aßmann, 2003a, Definition 2.1)).
Let A, B be two domains, and f : A→ B a transformation function from function space
F. If there is a functional i : F → F which calculates for f its inverse f −1 ∈ F then
R = (A, B, f, i) is an automatic round-trip system (ARE).
The essence of ARE is that the inverse transformation can be calculated by using i.
Many tools in software engineering are round-trip systems, but mostly the inverse trans-
formation is hand-coded and not automatically derived. For instance, many refactoring
tools such as Recoder (Ludwig and Heuzeroth, 2000) are simple RTE systems, but no
ARE. This slight difference is crucial whenever the forward transformation is not fixed
but can be changed by the user (or the round-trip system itself). The functional i allows
for adapting the round-trip system to a given forward transformation f .
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To cite an example, the tuple (source, binary, f, i) may form an ARE when f is a compiler
which transforms source code into byte code, and a corresponding decompiler (f −1)
can be computed automatically using i. Such a system is called a source-to-source
ARE, as both domains are source code. A second system (UML, C, g, j), where g
transforms UML models to C source code, and j computes the inverse transformation,
is an automatic model-to-source round-trip system.
Furthermore, Aßmann defines stacked ARE as a sequence of round-trip systems, where
the target and source domains are pairwise compatible (cf. Aßmann, 2003a, Definition
2.3). Such sequenced AREs can be used to bridge gaps between systems. If two
domains are too distinct for a direct transformation, sometimes a set of intermediate
representations can be found for which a sequence of transformations exist. Due to
the flexibility of the definition of ARE, more complex scenarios of related domains are
possible.
BIDIRECTIONAL WEAVERS (BEAVERS)
Bidirectional weaving (short Beaver ) is a term related to aspect-oriented programming
(AOP). In aspect orientation, a core part of a system can be distinguished from as-
pects. The core carries the major functionality, whereas aspects only add to the core
(e. g., additional functionality or non-functional qualities). Weavers compose aspect
specifications with the core and and create the system. A static weaver performs
transformational weaving at compile-time.
Domain A
Domain B Domain C
Figure 3.1: Conceptual view of a weaver w and its inverse, the deweaver
d. (Aßmann, 2003a, Figure 5)
The weaving process in AOP can be regarded as forward engineering step when
assembling a software system. In order to extend AOP to ARE, aspects need to be
extracted from an integrated system automatically. Aßmann (2003a, p. 39) introduces
the notion of a deweaver which is responsible for projecting a complex integrated
system onto core and aspects. If the deweaver, as inverse of a weaver, can be
computed automatically, the AOP system becomes an instance of ARE. Aßmann
(cf. 2003a, Definition 4.1) calls such a system a bidirectional AOP system, and the
combination of weaver and deweaver a bidirectional weaver (beaver). In figure 3.1, a
bidirectional AOP system is shown with the weaver w and the deweaver d.
As an illustration, think of an erroneous AOP system which needs to be debugged.
Inspecting a complex system woven together from several aspects and tracing down
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specific source fragments is tedious to do by hand. With the help of a deweaver, the
composed system can easily be decomposed into core and aspects, i. e., locating a
faulty source fragment is accomplished by inverting the weaving process. However,
most AOP and composition systems do not allow for automatic deweaving.
3.2 RTE IN ASPECT WEAVING SYSTEMS
In contrast to the approach of automatically constructing a deweaver from the forward
specification, Chalabine and Kessler (2007) present a way of enriching intermediate
program representations with additional information needed for decomposing a woven
system. This allows for establishing an ARE even if the inverse of the weaving process
is hard to compute, or does not exist at all. The presented framework for static
aspect weaving systems relies on trees as intermediate program representations, and
describes the weaving process as a sequence of tree transformations.
The foundation used by Chalabine and Kessler (cf. 2007, p. 3.1) are concrete syntax
trees (CST), representing the complete syntactic structure of a program. The terminal
symbols in the tree are associated with syntactic program points. A syntactic program
point, or short program point, is a triple p = (s, r, c), consisting of the name of the source
file s, and the indices for row r and column c. The position defined by (r, c) denotes the
terminal’s position in the source file.
3.2.1 CST GRAFTINGS
Chalabine and Kessler (2007, section 3.3) introduce CST grafting as a general transfor-
mation rule for concrete syntax trees. As a consequence, a wide range of program
transformations can be modeled using the notion of CST graftings.
In short, a (1, 1)-double grafting transformation is a tree transformation which replaces
nonterminals at two grafting points, yielding a syntactically valid program. The hooks
for double grafting transformations, i. e., grafting points, are open nodes in generic
CSTs. A CST is generic if it contains nonterminal leaf nodes - so called open nodes. The
incentive of open nodes is that the nonterminal leaf node is “unexpanded” and needs
to be extended with a subtree of the correct type. Figure 3.2 shows the double grafting
operation for the CST T and the generic CST Γ. Intuitively, B and D of the CST T are
replaced with F and G of Γ.Thus, only the subtree rooted at node w is changed. The
notation of (1, 1)-double grafting indicates that one subtree is replaced with a generic
CST containing one open node.
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Figure 3.2: The (1, 1)-double grafting transformation as defined by Chal-
abine and Kessler (2007, Fig. 3).
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Furthermore, Chalabine and Kessler (2007, p. 5) have shown how various source
code transformations can be specified using a generalized grafting concept. Therefore,
(k, l)-double grafting transformations are introduced. As for the simple (1, 1)-double
grafting, (k, l) indicates that the pattern subtree, i. e., the subtree subject to the trans-
formation, contains k disjoint parameter subtrees, and that the template tree, i. e., the
generic CST Γ, contains l open nodes. With the help of the general grafting concept,
several program manipulations can be modeled, e. g., static aspect weaving, prepro-
cessing actions, and source-to-source program restructuring. Thus, the double grafting
concept is a solid base for ARE on source code.
In order to establish a connection between the double graftings for AOP systems and
invasive software composition we will see how the concepts can be transferred. A
weaving sequence in the proposed ARE for AOP searches for generic trees with open
nodes and performs static aspect weaving or double grafting transformations. This
is similar to ISC, where open nodes are called hooks (Aßmann, 2003b). Furthermore,
open nodes correspond to joint points in AspectJ, or redexes in graph transformation
theory.
Note that the double grafting system supports manual edits on the woven code. Since
the process of software composition or aspect weaving is maintained as a sequence of
weaving steps (either static weaving or application of a double grafting transformation),
changes are either applied as new weaving transformation (appended at the end of
the weaving sequence) or can be propagated back to the core or aspect, respectively.
Furthermore, notice that aspect weaving is more restricted than ISC, as it needs to
distinguish between core and aspect fragments, whereas all fragments are treated
equally in ISC.
Section 3.2.2 will illuminate how changes are propagated back and which conflicts can
occur. Although core and aspect propagation need to be distinguished in round-trip
for AOP, the gained insights are convenient for reflecting change propagation in ISC
round-trip systems.
3.2.2 UPDATE PROPAGATION IN ASPECT WEAVING SYSTEMS
Since the backpropagation of changes in aspect weaving systems needs to be handled
separately for core and aspects, two scenarios emerge. The first is the woven-code-to-
core propagation, the second is the woven-code-to-aspect propagation, as stated by
Chalabine and Kessler (2007, section 4.2).
The former handles a modification either as a local patch, or as a change of the fragment
itself. A local patch means that an additional weaving transformation is added at the
end of the weaving sequence, without affecting the preceding weaving history. In case
the modification is propagated directly to the core fragment, the implied changes to
the woven system are obtained by re-applying (replaying) the weaving sequence. Note
that the resulting system may be different from the changed one, since hooks might be
added or removed.
The latter propagation type works similarly, as a modification can either be committed
as a local patch, or by a write-through to the aspect fragment. Replaying the weaving
sequence will yield the synchronized woven system after the modifications have been
propagated.
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Essential for the distribution of changes is the information stored in the syntactic
program points. Without these coordinates, determining the correct origin and position
of modified terminal symbols is often not possible. Therefore, the program points need
to be maintained with each weaving step or round-trip action.
Furthermore, Chalabine and Kessler (2007, p. 8) observe that the exact propagation
choice cannot always be determined automatically. Instead, user interaction is required.
The problem pointed out relates to the user’s intention – which effect should a modifi-
cation have? In general, two alternatives are always viable options when propagating
changes:
1. a local patch, i. e., an additional weaving transformation, or
2. a consistent change of an aspect, i. e., the modification is propagated to all
occurrences of the aspect.
Moreover, Chalabine and Kessler bespeak that only a subset of hooks might be affected
by a change, which implies a third alternative for the user’s intention:
3. a partial change of an aspect, i. e., not every occurrence should be included, but
instead a copy of the aspect with a the modification is applied to a subset of
hooks.
As a consequence, a tool for round-trip on aspect weaving systems, and in particular
any round-trip system, has to be able to prompt the user to specify his or her choice, or
to otherwise infer the intention1. We need to keep these issues in mind when dealing
with round-trip for SkAT.
3.3 RTE IN INVASIVE SOFTWARE COMPOSITION SYSTEMS
Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009) use a similar approach on round-trip engineering
as presented in section 3.2 for ISC systems. Likewise, instead of computing a deweaver,
i. e., a decomposition operator, the information necessary for decomposition is gathered
during the composition process.
In the following sections, the approach on RTE implemented by Johannes, Samlaus,
and Seifert is examined step by step. First, the tracing of necessary information is
shortly reviewed in section 3.3.1. Afterwards, we will see how the backpropagation
of changes is solved for ISC in section 3.3.2, and finally the implementation in the
Reuseware framework is analyzed in section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 TRACING COMPOSITION PROGRAM EXECUTION
The low-level mapping from the woven code fragments to the respective source posi-
tions as established by Chalabine and Kessler is taken up and continued by Johannes,
Samlaus, and Seifert. The weaving or composition process is observed in a like manner
to gather and maintain information about an element’s source. In the following, the
1This might be accomplished by user preferences or other context information.
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notion of an element’s origin will refer to the source. Conceptually, this tracing infor-
mation is stored to a central tracing database, although the exact implementation in
the Reuseware framework differs from this idea. Figure 3.3 shows how the tracing
information is stored and updated with each execution of the composition program.
During the backpropagation of user changes, the information from the tracing database
is used to determine the exact location of a change in the original fragment.
Fragment A Fragment B
Composition
Composite
Traces Fragment A’ Fragment B’
Composition
Composite”Composite’Change
Prop
aga
tion
Figure 3.3: The collaboration of composition system, tracing information,
and round-trip backpropagation for user modifications. (Jo-
hannes, Samlaus, and Seifert, 2009, Fig. 3)
Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009, p. 6) predicate that for graph-based compositions
the tracing can be accomplished by storing origin information for each node whenever
a graph is inserted into another, that is, a composition is performed. This is comparable
to the line and column positions used for syntactic program points. Given that the
composition is tree-based, Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (cf. 2009, p. 6, sec. 3.1) state
that it is sufficient to store the root node’s origin. Instead of using a central database,
reference attribute grammars can be used to annotate the nodes in the syntax tree
directly. Bürger et al. (2011) have shown how RAGs can be used to enrich metamodels
with semantic information. This concept is transfered to the tree transformation used
in ISC.
Storing information about the node’s origins in the composite allows for mapping ele-
ments in the composed system directly to their counterparts in the source fragments.
If the composite was created using more than one composition step (multi-step com-
position), the mapping might not be direct. In such a case, the original source fragment
can be computed recursively through the composition steps. Thus, instead of seeking
for an inverse operator for the composition, the forward engineering step is observed,
and every composition step is recorded. The gathered information is stored with the
composite, and is sufficient to locate a node’s origin.
3.3.2 BACKPROPAGATION OF CHANGES
Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert distinguish different kinds of modifications to the
composite. These types are based on the typical modifications of graphs or trees, i. e.,
updates (or edits), insertions, and deletions. Thus, instead of the double graftings used
by Chalabine and Kessler, updates are handled in terms of these modification types.
1. Updates correspond to changed terminals. Thus, the terminal node subject to
the change can be simply mapped back to its source using the stored tracing
information.
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For the remaining two types of changes, the backpropagation is not that simple. The
main problem is to determine the correct, or more precise, the intended position of
the modification. Similar to previous scenarios, this often requires user interaction.
Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009, p. 6) therefore distinguish modifications within
a fragment (internal edit), and between fragments (interface edit). Intuitively, internal
edits can be originated to the surrounding fragment, whereas the intention of an
interface edit cannot be determined automatically.
Consider a program augmented with advices in AOP, e. g., the simple BankAccount
class shown in listing 3.1. If the assertion concerning the account’s limit is inserted in
line 5 as shown (green), it cannot be uniquely mapped to another advice or fragment. It
could either be part of the bank account class, the authorization advice (isAuthorized,
red), the liquidity advice (acc >= amount, orange), or a new new advice.
1 class BankAccount {
2 ...
3 int withdraw(int amount) {
4 assert(isAuthorized);
5 assert(!limitReached);
6 assert(acc >= amount);
7 acc -= amount;
8 return amount;
9 }
10 ...
11 }
Listing 3.1: Example for the gap edit problem in AOP.
This problem is called the gap edit problem by cf. Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert, 2009,
p. 7 and can occur whenever a variation point in the composite is modified. Figure 6.6
shows the possible scenarios, and the corresponding actions of a round-trip system are
further discussed in section 6.4.
2. Insertions never have a counterpart in an existing source fragment. A basic
requirement for backpropagating insertions according to the edit types denoted
above is that after recomposition the inserted element appears at the correct
position (where is was inserted manually).
3. Deletions suffer from similar problems as insertions. Internal deletions can be
propagated back by removing the corresponding element in the source fragment.
Interface deletions, however, cannot be propagated back automatically. There
are, for instance, three different but equally valid results for backpropagating the
deletion of a variation point (cf. Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert, 2009, p. 7).
As a short recapitulation, this overview of modification types makes it obvious that
terminal updates can be handled automatically, but insertions and deletions need manual
assistance by the user. This consolidates that fully automatic round-trip engineering is
often not applicable. In addition to the problems found by Chalabine and Kessler (2007),
Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (cf. 2009, p. 8) appoint three more change conflicts
which can occur when synchronizing composites and fragments.
The first conflict highlighted is related to the conflicts in update propagation, as men-
tioned in section 3.2.2. A fragment may be used multiple times during the weaving
process. The intention of changing such a fragment can either be to distribute the
change to all occurrences of that fragment, or to initiate a local patch only affecting the
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particular part of the composite. These two variants clearly correspond to the first two
alternatives presented in section 3.2.2.
The second conflict concerns the reuse of fragments in different composition programs.
Similar to the case above, a modification can either be propagated to every usage of the
affected fragment, can be limited to a specific composition program, or can be applied
as a local change. This issue only occurs whenever a common fragment base is used
by multiple composition systems. Since normally the fragments itself are not aware in
which context they are used, this conflict will not be part of the further evaluations.
Thirdly, the composition interface might be changed by edits. If, for instance, hooks
are declared by naming conventions, renaming an element can add, remove, or change
the composition interface. Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert present a simple way of
detecting such interface edits. Additional changes, besides the one performed by the
user, after replaying the composition process indicate either a changed composition
interface or multiple occurrences of a fragment. In both cases, user interaction is
required.
The round-trip process is completed by re-executing the composition after modifications
are distributed, possibly after the user has clarified his or her intention. As stated above,
manual assistance is required whenever a modification triggers additional changes in
the composite after a replay.
With the concerns mentioned above in mind, Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009, p.
9) formulated two questions that have to be answered when designing an RTE system:
1. How to determine the developer’s intent? The RTE systems needs to interact
with the user to determine his/her motive. This is complexified by the fact that
developers often perform changes experimentally. Thus, they are often not aware
of the precise intentions.
2. How to translate the intent into an action? Depending on the user’s decision,
appropriate actions must be taken. Sometimes this does not only affect the
fragments, but also the composition programs, e. g., if a modification should not
be propagated to all occurrences.
To summarize, a round-trip system has to cover three major concerns. It has to
distinguish different types of modifications, inquire the user’s intentions, and perform
actions matching the conditions specified by the other two aspects.
3.3.3 IMPLEMENTATION IN THE REUSEWARE FRAMEWORK
The presented approach of RTE for ISC systems is implemented in the Reuseware
Composition Framework2. Reuseware supports change backpropagation and conflict
resolution of models based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF3). Thus, the
framework is not a source-to-source composition system, but works between models
and code. The implemented functionality is two-fold, namely tracing the composition
process and propagating changes.
2www.reuseware.org
3www.reuseware.org/emf
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First, the composition process is observed to gather the necessary tracing information
for backpropagation. Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009) utilize a copy mechanism
performed by Reuseware during composition. Whenever a fragment is used for a
binding or extension, its elements are copied and inserted in the composite. During the
copy process, a link from the copied element to its origin fragment is added by using
the underlying EMF framework.
The second functionality is the actual observation of modifications in the composite. The
composed models, which are based on EMF, are presented to the user in custom model
editors. Using EMF’s equivalent of the observer pattern, changes to the composed
models can be noticed. In order to resolve situations in which the user’s intent unclear,
the concept of ConflictResolvers is introduced.
A ConflictResolver is a generic way of handling backpropagation conflicts. The
Reuseware Composition Framework offers extension points for implementing cus-
tom ConflictResolvers, which allows for domain specific solutions. By default, an
InteractiveConflictResolver is registered with the system, which prompts the user
to specify the intent of the edit whenever it cannot be determined automatically. In
particular, the interactive resolver helps to identify the source fragment from a list
of candidates, and allows to select the type of change to perform, i. e., whether the
modification should be global or a local adjustment.
All in all, the conflict resolvers of the Reuseware framework are responsible for handling
all occurring conflicts. Due to their extensibility, custom solutions are possible. Their
main purpose is to lead the developer to the intended scope of a modification.
Further Extensions of the Reuseware Framework Furthermore, the Reuseware
framework was target for further research projects. Leha, Chalabine, and Kessler
(2008) presented a case study of parallelizing serial code using an approach called
Invasive Interactive Parallelization (IIP). The case study uses the Gaussian elimination
algorithm to demonstrate the ability of invasive software composition systems to
parallelize code via source-to-source transformation. By using different composer
implementations (cf. Leha, Chalabine, and Kessler, 2008, p. 6 ff.), various parallelized
programs can be generated for different platforms. For instance, Leha, Chalabine, and
Kessler implemented two composers, one using OpenMP4, the other one using MPI5
for parallelization.
This shows the strength of ISC as a general method for creating software from com-
ponents. The flexible approach of fragment composition can be enriched with other
techniques, such as RTE or IIP.
3.4 MANAGING FRAGMENTS IN RTE
In both, aspect weaving systems and invasive software composition, modifications of
the composite can be handled in different ways. To allow for these differences, the
round-trip system has to be able to maintain the fragments in use. Especially, local
patches need to be modeled in the context of fragments and composition.
4www.openmp.org
5www.open-mpi.org
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Böhme (2009) introduces a round-trip concept for model-to-source transformations.
Essentially, the view-based concept of RTE by Henriksson and Larsson (2003) is pursued
to template-based code generation. The interesting aspect of this work for round-trip
in SkAT is how Böhme deals with modifications of fragments. In order to handle local
patches conveniently in the composition system, the notion of template versions is
introduced. A template version denotes a different instance of the same template, e. g.,
a slightly adapted variant.
This concept allows for several simplifications, for both, the developers of the round-trip
system and the users of SkAT. First of all, local patches can be treated as variants of
a fragment. This reflects the close connection between a fragment and a local patch
applied to it. Furthermore, it keeps the number of fragments low. Secondly, the user’s
workflow can be improved using template versions. On the one hand, the versioning
can be used as a history of changes, allowing the user to simply undo modifications.
On the other hand, using different versions of one fragment in the composition process
can benefit the evolutionary process of template development.
The insights gained by Böhme (2009) for maintaining templates and template versions
are adapted to SkAT in this work. The concept of template versions is revisited in
section 6.5 in the context of local patches.
3.5 EVALUATION OF RTE APPROACHES
Sections 3.1 to 3.3 give a good feeling of what round-trip engineering essentially is
and how it can be incorporated into software engineering tools. Remember that the
general definition of automatic round-trip engineering given in section 3.1 is based on
the mathematical concept of domain transformations. As pointed out by Chalabine and
Kessler (2007) and Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009), this approach is often not
applicable in practice, as the inverse of a transformation is often hard to compute or
cannot be found at all for arbitrary composition systems.
Thus, both presented concepts rely on the observation of the composition or weaving
process and store tracing information. The exact form of the tracked information
has to be adjusted to the given composition system, e. g., as annotation of terminal
symbols with syntactic program points, a central database with mappings from program
elements to their origin, or by storing the source fragment as origin information in each
node of the model.
Both frameworks work with additional user inputs to determine the user’s intention.
Typically, the additional input is inquired in form of prompting the user to choose
between different alternatives for distributing a modification.
Occurring conflicts during the round-trip process can be categorized into three groups.
First, the identification of the source fragment. Second, the (back-)propagation of
changes, and finally the review of the replayed composition with a final confirmation by
the user. A full-fledged RTE system should provide means to tackle all these aspects of
interactive, user-guided round-trip engineering.
Taking the concepts above into account, a round-trip system for SkAT will be very similar
to the concept introduced for the invasive software composition framework Reuseware.
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This means that the basis for deweaving the composite is tracing information gathered
during the composition process. The usage of reference attribute grammars (RAGs) in
SkAT is quite beneficial for that purpose, as hinted in section 2.2.2. As suggested by
Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009, p. 6), it is sufficient to store the root node as
origin for tree-based compositions.
The second demand on SkAT as composition system is that composites are accessible
in an arbitrary way after composition. This means that the resulting attributed ASTs can
be accessed and modified after the composition process. The RTE extension is then
responsible for observing modifications to the AST, and for handling possible conflicts,
e.g., the gap edit problem.
These two requirements have to be fulfilled by a composition system in order to be
used as a basis for RTE. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the very basics and introduce a
simple round-trip editor prototype. In chapter 6 these concepts are further evaluated to
allow for a general purpose RTE tool for composition systems based on SkAT/Minimal.
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4 TRACING IN SKAT
The fundamental concept of round-trip engineering relies on the ability to trace an
element’s origin. Given a composed source fragment, for each specific position a
unique fragment can be found to be the origin of the code construct.
As described in section 3.5, it is often not possible to compute this information just
from the composite, but additional information is needed. The required information
can be obtained during the weaving process by the composition system. As proposed
by Chalabine and Kessler and Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (cf. section 3.3.1), the
source fragment information is stored as tracing information. This can either be done
on a low level, e. g., by using syntactic program points as suggested by Chalabine and
Kessler (2007), or with higher level abstractions, e. g., the RAG mechanism applied by
Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009).
This chapter describes the approach chosen for integrating a tracing mechanism in
SkAT/Minimal. First, in section 4.1 the requirements on the tracing information to
be gathered are collected and evaluated. Based on the elaborated and weighted
requirements a concept for the tracing mechanism is developed in section 4.2. Finally,
the implementation is presented in section 4.3.
4.1 REQUIREMENTS
SkAT/Minimal is the base for scalable invasive software composition systems. The
underlying weaving process generates the composite from input fragments via AST
transformations. This basically represents a forward engineering step of code-to-code
generation based on fragments, i. e., fragment-based weaving. During composition,
tree nodes and subtrees of fragments are mounted into each other by binding slots or
extending hooks, which results in a ASTs.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the tree transformation described above. In the upper AST A an
open slot #exp# is a placeholder for the value of the variable assignment. The lower
AST B represents the simple arithmetic expression of 3 + 4. By binding (a copy of) the
expression AST to the slot we obtain a new AST in which the slot is replaced with AST
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Figure 4.1: Basic tree transformation for binding a subtree to an open slot.
B. As described in section 2.3, extending a hook works similarly, but the hook does not
vanish when extended, but remains in the AST for further extensions.
From the example above we can observe that the composition is applied on the level of
AST (sub)trees and nodes. Thus, it is sufficient to gather tracing information on a higher
level instead of maintaining fine granular positions.
4.1.1 OBJECTIVES
The main objective is to fulfill contribution [C1] as presented in section 1.3. The result
should be an enabling environment which allows for round-trip engineering by offering
traceability in SkAT/Minimal-based systems. The scalable ISC system and existing
extensions should be enhanced with tracing information gathered during composition.
The information about origin fragments needs to be accessible so that it can be used
either for full-fledged RTE or simple visualization of the composite’s structure (cf.
chapter 5).
Ideally, existing interfaces would not change but stay backwards compatible. Thereby,
existing composition system implementations will not break and can be used as before.
Using the updated base framework layer of SkAT/Minimal, the new functionality could
be easily propagated to extensions of the minimal ISC variant.
4.1.2 FUNCTIONAL AND NONFUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
In the following, requirements for the tracing mechanism are derived from the objectives.
As simple as it may seem this feature is essential for the further contributions. The
following list contains the criterions for functionality and performance impact for the
approached solution.
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R/Tracing/001 Tracing Information The composition system has to gather tracing
information during the composition process (cf. section 3.3.1). The collected
information must be sufficient to trace back the origin of a specific fragment and
must be accessible in a proper way. Both restrictions are further specified in
requirements R/Tracing/002 and R/Tracing/003.
R/Tracing/002 Sufficient Information The gathered information has to be sufficient,
i. e., for each position in a fragment the origin can be determined using the provided
knowledge. Moreover, it should be possible to find the corresponding element in
the AST for any position in the fragment.
R/Tracing/003 Accessible Information The tracing information has to be accessible
from the output fragment, i. e., both the woven fragment’s AST and the corre-
sponding tracing information can be obtained from the composition system. The
collected information should be as general as possible, i. e. independent of a specific
composition system.
R/Tracing/004 Performance The composition process should not be slowed down by
gathering tracing information. The tracing information should be minimal, i. e., store
only necessary information specified in requirement R/Tracing/002.
Obviously, the requirements presented above are related to each other. It is impor-
tant that the provided knowledge is sufficient to determine the (exact) origin of the
composite’s elements or allow for their computation (cf. requirement R/Tracing/002).
Accessibility defines that the information has to be easily usable by other tools, such as
an RTE-editor without depending on a specific composition system.
The non-functional performance criterion restricts the impact of the additional tracing on
the overall composition process. Desired is a mechanism which integrates unnoticeable
into the existing process.
4.2 CONCEPT
In the following, a concrete extension of SkAT/Minimal is presented. The basic idea is
derived from how the composition process works and how it can be used in a practical
way to gather and store the desired information.
A conceptual design which meets the specified requirements is to store the tracing
information in the tree nodes itself instead of in an additional storage. Since subtrees
and nodes are copied for the weaving process before they are inserted into another
fragment, this copying stage can be extended to include the correct origin information
within the root node of the copied fragment.
A reasonable approach to store the tracing information within the AST nodes is to use a
new JastAdd attribute. By doing so for each AST node, the source fragment’s name
can easily be determined via the attribute. As this does not require many additional
computations but can be incorporated into the existing weaving process, the general
footprint in terms of memory and computation time is very low.
Figure 4.2 visualizes how the origin information is copied to the former root nodes in
the woven AST during the composition. On the left-hand side we see the two source
fragments presented in the example (figure 4.1) and the respective composition result
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Figure 4.2: Annotating the woven AST with origin attributes.
on the right-hand side. The extended copy mechanism stores the originating fragment
name in the root node of the copied tree (indicated by the dashed arrows).
In the composite, the source of each AST node can be queried via the new attribute.
Either the node was woven as a former root node and contains the origin information
directly or the source can be computed by walking up the tree until the value is
found (indicated by the dotted arrows). This way only a minimal amount of fragment
information is stored with the AST.
4.3 IMPLEMENTATION
Following the concept presented in section 4.2, a JastAdd aspect for the new attribute
was added to SkAT/Minimal’s specifications. The aspect’s main purpose is to serve the
new attribute origin() by which the name of the originating fragment can be retrieved
for each AST node. Furthermore, it contains supportive methods and attributes which
are discussed in the remainder of this section.
The Origin.jrag source file shown in listing 4.1 consists of three major parts, the main
attribute definition for origin(), the specification of the extendedCopy() mechanism,
and the auxiliary constructs for initialization and caching of the origin data. The content
of the file is explained in the following paragraphs from top to bottom, i. e., first the
auxiliaries are explained, second the main attribute and its behavior, and finally the
extended copying.
First, an inherited attribute containingFragment(), which is required for the initial
attribute values, is specified. In general, a fragment box can contain several fragments.
All theses fragments should name the fragment box in which they are contained in
as their origin. Exactly this is achieved in line 4. This inherited attribute is used to
initialize the origin data before the composition starts. During the recursive initializa-
tion in initOrigins() (cf. ll. 9-17), the value of the containing fragment is obtained
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for each element and cached in a new originalBoxID field. After the execution of
initOrigins() each element is annotated with its origin.
The actual origin() attribute (ll. 20-42) is synthesized. It is defined for general
AST nodes and by default set to be null. A generic fragment (GenericFragment) as
template box returns simply its name as origin. For arbitrary elements (Element) the
prior initialized field originalBoxID is used (if set), otherwise the call is passed over to
the parent node. The parent node is also asked for list nodes and optional nodes.
The extendedCopy() method (cf. ll. 45-49) of the general AST node class enriches
the standard copy by setting the originalBoxID field to the node’s origin. Thereby,
the information about the fragment’s origin is copied over and is thus present is the
composite.
EVALUATION
The introduced JastAdd attributes and additional mechanisms fulfil the requirements
listed in section 4.1. The first requirement, requirement R/Tracing/001, is met by doing
the extended copy and offering the origin information via the origin() attribute. As the
attribute is available on every AST node, both the second requirement R/Tracing/002
and third requirement R/Tracing/003 are met.
The main functionality of the composition system is obviously not affected by the
changes. All test cases for SkAT/Minimal-based composition systems (i. e., Fortran,
UPP, and VTPL) pass as expected, without any measurable performance impacts on
these relatively small test cases.
The correctness of the traced information was verified on the same pre-existing test
cases with satisfying results. The following listing shows a textual representation of
three nodes in an AST after composition. We can see how a fragment with name
omploop.box was woven into a fragment named operations.f.
1 ...
2 |--TextBlob [WOVEN IN FROM ’omploop.box ’] ’!$omp parallel do private (’
3 |
4 |--TextBlob [ Origin: ’operations.f’] ’e’
5 |
6 |--TextBlob [WOVEN IN FROM ’omploop.box ’] ’)
7 ...
As we can see, tracing the composition process for origin information of nodes can
be incorporated into SkAT/Minimal by utilizing the JastAdd attribute grammar tooling
and by extending the copy mechanism used during composition. These results lead to
the next contribution of this work, namely a simple editor prototype for visualizing the
structure of woven fragments by using the tracing information.
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1 aspect Origin{
2 // The fragment this node is contained in
3 inh String Element.containingFragment ();
4 eq GenericFragment.getElements(int i).containingFragment () = getName ();
5
6 String ASTNode.originalBoxID = null; // package visibility
7
8 // Initialize the (sub -)tree with origin information.
9 public void ASTNode.initOrigins () {
10 if(this instanceof Element) {
11 originalBoxID = (( Element)this).containingFragment ();
12 }
13
14 for(int i = 0; i < getNumChild (); i++) {
15 getChild(i).initOrigins ();
16 }
17 }
18
19 // The actual origin information
20 syn String ASTNode.origin ();
21
22 eq ASTNode.origin () = null;
23
24 eq List.origin () {
25 return getParent ().origin ();
26 }
27
28 eq Opt.origin () {
29 return getParent ().origin ();
30 }
31
32 eq Element.origin () {
33 if(originalBoxID == null) {
34 return getParent ().origin ();
35 } else {
36 return originalBoxID;
37 }
38 }
39
40 eq GenericFragment.origin () {
41 return getName ();
42 }
43
44 // Store information about the AST node’s origin on copy process.
45 public ASTNode ASTNode.extendedCopy () {
46 ASTNode copy = fullCopy ();
47 copy.originalBoxID = this.origin ();
48 return copy;
49 }
50 }
Listing 4.1: Origin.jrag of Skat/Minimal.
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5 BUILDING AN RTE-EDITOR
PROTOTYPE
The results from the last chapter should be used to visually demonstrate the capabilities
of a tracing mechanism in SkAT/Minimal. Therefore, the second contribution, as
depicted in section 1.3, is to develop a prototypical editor which can be used to
invoke SkAT/Minimal-based composition systems and which visualizes the composite’s
structure in terms of originating fragments.
The remainder of this chapter is structured similar to chapter 4. First, in section 5.2
the objectives for the prototype are presented and the functional and nonfunctional
requirements are derived. Second, a design concept for the implementation is devel-
oped in section 5.3. Third, a short review of the prototype’s implementation is given in
section 5.4.
Due to the restricted scope of this study work, the editor prototype merely assembles
an interface for arbitrary composition systems and visualizes the structure of woven
fragments using the tracing information (cf. chapter 4). Implementing a full-fledged
round-trip system is beyond the scope of this work, however, the details for handling
user edits in the composite are further discussed in chapter 6.
5.1 PREREQUISITES
The main goal for the prototype is to formalize a uniform interface for invoking SkAT/Mi-
nimal-based composition systems and to demonstrate an actual use case for how the
tracing information can be used. Hence, the requirements have to cover two primary
objectives:
1. enable SkAT/Minimal-based systems for uniform invocation and usage, and
2. use the tracing information for visual output.
In order to understand which additions or modifications of SkAT/Minimal are necessary,
we will have a look at how SkAT’s structure currently looks and which problems we
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have to face. The requirements specified in section 5.2 are a direct consequence of the
objectives and the evaluation of the current architecture of SkAT/Minimal.
As described in section 2.3.3, SkAT is an invasive software composition system. It uses
the symmetric approach of fragment weaving as composition strategy. The structure
of the target language is specified by a grammar, which is used to generate an AST
hierarchy. For custom composition systems based on SkAT/Minimal, the AST hierarchy
is defined incrementally via SkAT/Core, SkAT/Minimal and the respective language
binding, e. g., SkAT/Fortran.
ASTNode
CompositionEnvironment
GenericSource
Opt Element
IslandElement
Compositional
Slot
WaterElement
TextBlob
List Pattern
QRef
Terminal Slot Box
GenericFragment
Figure 5.1: The minimal AST hierarchy generated by SkAT/Minimal.
The common AST, which is shown in figure 5.1, is very general and not language
specific. It can be seen as a common denominator for different bindings. The basic and
minimal composition for these ASTs works either on strings or on generic fragments
(GenericFragment class), and supports by default only slots and no hooks.
The CompositionSystem class from SkAT/Minimal forms a common interface for com-
position systems based on this framework variant. However, it might not easily be used
as an entry point for a general purpose RTE-editor. CompositionSystem only offers
low-level composition operators, e. g., for bindings and extensions. In general, custom
processors are used to do the composition. For instance, FPProcessor in SkAT/Fortran
provides a processMacros() method to trigger the processing of generic elements.
The composition is then performed directly on the AST nodes. On the upside, all custom
processors currently rely on the same initial parameters, which are input and output
paths. Typically, these are entered by the user, but might also be inferred automatically
in some cases, e. g., using the active project in an IDE or the path of a designated root
file opened in an editor.
Although the composition system implementations and custom composers often have
the same method signatures and interfaces, they do not inherit from a common super
class. Since both, AST classes and composer class, are (re-)generated for a specific
language binding, they form independent class hierarchies. This architectural gap has to
be bridged by the prototype.
Despite SkAT/Minimal’s basic AST class hierarchy being used and extended by every
specific binding, a separate class hierarchy is created from the input specifications, as
can be seen in figure 5.2. This separation stems from the reuse of the language defini-
tion files used to generate the parser and class hierarchy for a specific target language.
Both, the parser and the class hierarchy are specific to a binding of SkAT/Minimal.
Nonetheless, a simple, common interface for AST nodes can be established.
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Figure 5.2: A common interface IASTNode is used to unify the different
AST hierarchies.
Figure 5.2 shows the proposed solution for unifying the AST class hierarchies. On the
left-hand side an excerpt of the minimal AST hierarchy is shown. As can be seen, there
are only two types of elements in the tree, either water elements or island elements.
As described in section 2.1.2, in the most basic form of minimal ISC the only interesting
spots in the source code are the slot declarations. On the right-hand the AST hierarchy
of SkAT/Fortran is shown (again, only an excerpt). The hierarchy is extended with
additional island elements, highlighted in green.
For the editor to be able to access and use the tracing information, the woven fragment’s
ASTs (of different composition systems) have to be treatable under a common interface.
The proposed unifying interface contains a subset of SkAT/Minimal’s ASTNode class
interface. Further details are discussed in section 5.3, e. g., which exact methods the
interface has to provide.
Similarly, the composition process for specific bindings is executed with regard to
the specific architecture and class hierarchy of the binding. As before, a general
interface for specifying input parameters, e. g., input/output paths, can be introduced in
SkAT/Minimal. In the following, this interface is called composer interface.
5.2 REQUIREMENTS
After we justified the necessity of common interfaces for the AST hierarchy and the
composer, we can point out several requirements. Each requirement either specifies a
functionality that has to be provided by SkAT/Minimal or a functionality of the editor
prototype.
R/Editor/001 Unified AST Hierarchies The AST hierarchies for SkAT/Minimal-based
composition systems need to be unified. This means to provide a common interface
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which allows for access to important operations on the ASTs. The desired operations
include printing the AST (as tree representation or pretty printing to source code),
and accessing the tracing information via the origin() attribute.
R/Editor/002 Unified Composition System Interfaces The composition system inter-
face of SkAT/Minimal-based composition systems has to be unified. The unified
interface should provide methods to• initialize the system with required parameters, such as input and output path,• execute the composition,• retrieve the composition results, i. e., the woven fragments.
All bindings to SkAT/Minimal matching this interface can be used by the prototype.
This is directly needed for requirement R/Editor/003.
R/Editor/003 Front End The prototype needs to be able to invoke arbitrary SkAT/-
Minimal-based composition systems via the common composer interface (cf. re-
quirement R/Editor/002). The prototype should ask the user to enter (or otherwise
specify) necessary input parameters for the composition system invocation.
Required parameters can be obtained by different ways:• prompt the user to enter parameter values, or• (semi-)automatically infer the parameters.
When the parameters are completely specified, the composition system is executed,
and the resulting woven fragments are displayed in the editor.
R/Editor/004 Composite Structure Visualization The displayed results have to be
enhanced with visual indications. The result view should show additional information
beyond the plain source code, e. g., it must include a graphical indication of fragments
and fragment origins. Additional features may also include additional information via
hover texts and code folding based on fragment information.
R/Editor/005 Navigation (Optional) The editor prototype may offer basic features to
demonstrate the better workflow with integrated round-trip systems. For instance,
navigation between composites and originating fragments could be supported. The
navigation could be implemented by a context menu or similar functionality.
Furthermore, navigation support can be available in two directions, (1) navigate from
composite to source fragment, and (2) navigate from source fragment to composite.
Obviously, requirements R/Editor/001 and R/Editor/002 strictly belong to SkAT, whereas
requirements R/Editor/004 and R/Editor/005 clearly are responsibilities of the editor.
Requirement R/Editor/003 defines the interaction between editor and SkAT. The front
end should not require any additional changes to SkAT, but only use the mechanisms
provided by the first two requirements.
5.3 CONCEPT
The prototype’s conception is divided into four parts. The first two sections are dealing
with the interface designs of requirements R/Editor/001 and R/Editor/002, respectively.
The third section covers the necessity for additional printing and unparsing mechanisms
in order to display the woven fragment properly. Finally, a basic design choice for the
editor prototype is taken and justified in section 5.3.4.
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5.3.1 AST INTERFACE
The common AST node interface is very slim, as only a small set of operations is actually
needed for the editor prototype. The node interface might be extended in the future to
meet additional requirements for specific RTE implementations or other composition
system functionality cross-cutting several AST hierarchies.
As for the prototype, only two operations are needed:
origin() The origin information needs to be accessible for each generated hierarchy.
Thus, the associated attribute needs to be part of the common interface.
print() The prototype needs to be able to generate source code from the woven
fragment’s ASTs. Therefore, a pretty print method needs to be available in the
interface.
The interface is further refined in section 5.3.3 where the generation of feasable output
is addressed.
5.3.2 COMPOSER INTERFACE
From analyzing the existing test cases, the amount of necessary parameterization
can be limited to just a few aspects the user has to provide. Actually, all composition
systems currently implemented work just with the input and output paths, specifying
where the composition system should search for fragments, and where the woven
fragments are stored after composition. Thus, the composer interface can be limited to
these parameters.
The interface is designed to meet a three-staged composition process of initialization,
execution, and result retrieval. The initialization method takes the input and output
parameters as arguments and is responsible for setting up the composition process.
The initialization phase has to be run before any other operation can be performed. The
execution stage applies the composition to the input fragments. The retrieval of the
composition results allows for usage and processing of the woven fragments in an
external editor.
5.3.3 GENERATING THE OUTPUT
The main use case for an RTE-editor is to work with the output source code. Therefore,
the woven fragments, which are internally handled as ASTs, have to be unparsed (or
pretty printed) into source code. SkAT offers a basic pretty printing interface which
returns a character string representation of an AST, as described in section 2.1.2.
However, the unparsing mechanism is fixed and cannot be altered.
With the current pretty printing setup, a position in the generated source code is hard to
map to an origin fragment. One possible way is to traverse the output AST and build an
index table for fragment information. Each entry in the table would have a start and end
position, both given by row and column, and a reference to the associated fragment.
Nevertheless, this requires a manual traverse of the tree and a way to determine the
exact lengths or positions of fragments.
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To overcome this cumbersome approach, the unparsing stages are broken up into
several parts. Instead of producing the character string directly from the AST, a token
stream is used as an intermediate result. A token is assembled from one or more AST
nodes and can carry additional information, e. g., the tracing information we want to
use.
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
Figure 5.3: Unparsing the AST into a token stream can maintain additional
information.
Figure 5.3 shows how an AST is serialized into a token stream. The nodes contain some
information, e. g., their origin, which is preserved in the tokens. This is indicated by the
different shades of gray. Note that several tokens of the same type can be compressed
into one single token.
This approach can easily mimic the previous printing behavior by transforming the token
stream into character strings without paying attention to the additional information the
tokens carry. Moreover, the pretty printing process can now be changed or modified on
token level. For instance, each token can be annotated with its additional information
using XML-like tags.
The AST node interface IASTNode is extended with the tokenizing concept, i. e., it offers
a way to retrieve the token list of a node and provides an extended pretty printing
mechanism on token level. The enhanced unparsing mechanism can be used to wrap
tokens in custom hedge symbols, as further described in section 5.4.
5.3.4 THE PROTOTYPE SKELETON
Implementing the editor prototype or a general round-trip editor for SkAT is not limited to
a specific platform or technique. One can think of different solutions for the prototype’s
base, e. g., a plain text editor or a full-fledged IDE.
Classical text editors, such as Vim1 or Emacs2, and their refreshed counterparts, e. g.,
Sublime Text3 or GitHub’s Atom editor4, are well-known tools for many software devel-
opers and offer a solid set of features for working with source code and other text files.
Moreover, they often can be extended with plug-ins or scripts.
1http://www.vim.org
2http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs
3http://www.sublimetext.com
4https://atom.io
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A hedged version of the output fragments can be used as an intermediate representa-
tion with these editors, enabling syntax highlighting and context sensitive actions, such
as navigation between fragments as specified in requirement R/Editor/005.
IDEs and the corresponding frameworks, such as the Eclipse framework5, allow for
fast development and simple extension of existing tools and editors. For instance, the
prototype functionality can be added to the standard Eclipse IDE through a plug-in. The
choice of the Eclipse platform as target platform for the editor prototype is not the only
viable solution.
Besides the two major approaches presented above, another type of editor comes
into question - structured editors. The key feature of this editor type is the awareness
about a document’s underlying structure, i. e., the program code’s syntax. The possible
benefits and drawbacks of this approach are further evaluated in section 7.3.
The Eclipse framework was chosen because of two dominant reasons. First of all,
the Eclipse platform allows for building full-fledged editors and IDEs based on a solid
plug-in architecture. Even though building a full RTE-editor is beyond the scope of this
work, an Eclipse plug-in lies the foundation for further development in this direction,
and allows for future evolving the prototype. Secondly, the SkAT framework itself is
mainly developed with the Eclipse IDE, and the round-trip prototype can be integrated
with the existing setup. Thereby, developers working with SkAT could directly use the
benefits of full-fledged editor without changing the development environment.
5.4 IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the new interfaces is straight forward from the concept evaluated
above. The interface for unifying the class hierarchies is defined in IASTNode and is
shown in listing 5.1. It consists of the origin attribute accessor, a getter method
for the list of tokens produced in the intermediate unparsing step, and several print
methods which generate the source code representation of the AST. The print method
is overloaded and optionally takes one or more wrapper classes as parameters.
1 public interface IASTNode {
2
3 String origin ();
4
5 List <Token > getTokenList ();
6
7 String print();
8 String print(ITokenWrapper wrapper);
9 String print(List <ITokenWrapper > wrappers);
10 }
Listing 5.1: The IASTNode interface of SkAT/Minimal.
The token wrapper interface is an Objectifier for a wrapping function (cf. Zimmer, 1995,
p. 4). The wrapper takes a token and a character string as input. The given string is then
modified based on the wrapper and the token’s properties. Usually, the content string
5http://www.eclipse.org
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is enclosed with hedge symbols, e. g., XML tags, thus it is called a wrapper. Listing 5.3
in section 5.4 shows an example implementation which wraps a token in an HTML tag.
The composer interface IComposer follows closely the concept worked out in sec-
tion 5.3, being the three stages of initialization, execution, and result retrieval. Listing 5.2
shows the interface’s Java source code.
1 public interface IComposer {
2
3 void initialize(String baseURI , String inURI , String outURI);
4
5 void process ();
6
7 IASTNode getCompositionEnvironment ();
8
9 List <IASTNode > getFragmentList ();
10 }
Listing 5.2: The IComposer interface of SkAT/Minimal.
The initialization method takes three input parameters from which the input and output
path are determined. Input and output path are often just different subfolders of a
common root directory, therefore a base path and relative input and output paths
specifications are used. The process() method triggers the execution of the previously
initialized composition system. The two bottom methods are used to retrieve the
output of the composition system, namely the composition environment and a list of
fragments contained in an AST.
Example The following listing 5.3 shows a token wrapper which produces a colored
HTML representation of a woven fragment. Up to six different fragments can be
highlighted in the source code generated from an AST (from the seventh fragment on
the colors will repeat).
The same technique could be used to enhance the generated source code with control
elements or other annotations. Furthermore, a more elaborated color management can
enhance the user experience.
THE ECLIPSE PLUG-IN
The prototype’s required functionality is given by requirements R/Editor/003 and R/Edi-
tor/004. The developed front end allows for a one-time configuration of a composition
system and its execution. The visualization of composites is achieved by highlighting
the fragment’s background in different colors in the editor window. Both features are
shortly explained in the remainder of this section.
The front end consists of an easy to use wizard6. The wizard is composed of two
stages, which can be seen in figures 5.4 and 5.5:
1. selection of the composition system, and
2. specification of input and output paths.
6A wizard or assistant is a visual interface that guides the user through a sequence of well-defined steps
via a series of accompanying pages.
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1 class HTMLWrapper implements ITokenWrapper {
2
3 private Map <String , Color > colormap;
4 private Color [] colors = {Color.GREEN , Color.RED , Color.BLUE , Color.
YELLOW , Color.MAGENTA , Color.ORANGE };
5 private int colorIdx;
6
7 public HTMLWrapper () {
8 colorIdx = 0;
9 colormap = new HashMap <String , Color >();
10 }
11
12 @Override
13 public String wrap(Token token , String tokenString) {
14 Color color = getColor(token.getOrigin ());
15 StringBuffer buffer = new StringBuffer ();
16 buffer.append("<span␣style =\"␣white -space:␣pre;␣background -color:␣#")
17 .append(Integer.toHexString(color.getRGB ()).substring (2))
18 .append("\">")
19 .append(tokenString)
20 .append(" </span >");
21 return buffer.toString ();
22 }
23
24 private Color getColor(String key) {
25 if (! colormap.containsKey(key)) {
26 colormap.put(key , colors[colorIdx ]);
27 colorIdx = (colorIdx + 1) % colors.length;
28 }
29 return colormap.get(key);
30 }
31 }
Listing 5.3: The HTMLWrapper as example for a token wrapper
implementation.
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Figure 5.4: The wizard’s composer se-
lection page.
Figure 5.5: The wizard’s I/O selection
page.
The first page presented to the user is the Composer Selection page, which asks
to specify a composition system. The wizard accepts any JAR file and scans it for
implementations of the IComposer interface. If any composer classes are found, the
composer list is filled with these candidates, and the first one is selected. The user can
continue to the next page if a valid composition system and composer class is selected.
Otherwise, the button for continuation is deactivated.
The second wizard page is the I/O Selection page, which inquires the input and output
path from the user. Usually, input and output path have a common parent directory,
which can be used as a base path. Both paths can then be specified using relative
paths, as can be seen in figure 5.5.
With a click on the “Finish” button, the composition configuration entered by the
user is executed. Therefore, the new IComposer interface is used for the composition
system invocation. The visualized composition results are shown immediately after the
composition process has finished.
Figure 5.6 shows the visualized composition result in the editor. On the left, a single
fragment with name omploop.box is presented. The right-hand side shows a woven
fragment, where the omploop.box fragment was woven into a Fortran source code
file with name operations.f. The colors used for highlighting the fragments are
managed by the plug-in and are consistent over multiple editors views, e. g., source
code originating in omploop.box will be highlighted in green in every displayed file.
Based on the highlighting, more detailed information about the origin fragment could
be displayed using hover texts. Moreover, the optional navigation requirement R/Edi-
tor/005 could be implemented as a context menu in the Eclipse plug-in.
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Figure 5.6: The prototype’s visualization of a composite.
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6 DESIGNING AN RTE-EDITOR
This chapter covers the formal extension of the editor prototype towards a full-fledged
round-trip system. Therefore, the SkAT composition framework is evaluated with regard
to typical use cases of round-trip engineering (cf. chapter 3).
First, the technical aspects of replay (cf. section 6.1), AST modification (cf. section 6.2),
and origin inference (cf. section 6.3) are discussed. The replay mechanism is used
to generate a new, synchronized composite from the source fragments after changes
have been applied to them. The origin inference establishes a connection between the
tracing information gathered during the composition (as described in chapter 4) and the
use cases of round-trip systems. The gap edit problem is the main issue discussed in
this context. It denotes the conflict of finding the correct origin for insertions.
The second half of this chapter deals with the application of modifications to source
fragments and the composition program. Section 6.5 presents formal approaches on
how to handle the task of backpropagation in SkAT.
Notions and Notations In order to avoid misunderstanding of the notions and nota-
tions used in this chapter, the employed vocabulary is explained. Note that some terms
have a slightly different or more concise meaning than before.
A user edit, or short edit, denotes a change to the composite’s source code initiated
by the user. For simplicity, user edits are limited to removing or adding text symbols.
Any other, probably more complex, user interactions can be reduced to a sequence of
additions and removals, e. g., moving a code block via drag-and-drop can be composed
of the block’s removal and its addition at the new position.
The term element corresponds to an AST element, i. e., a node or subtree of a syntax
tree. An AST modification, or short modification, is a change to an AST. Modifications
can either be atomic, that is, only one element of the AST is changed, or composed of
several modifications. Atomic modifications are either insertions, deletions, terminal
updates or nonterminal updates. The subject of change is referred to as inserted,
deleted, or updated element.
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6.1 REPLAY
The term replay describes the re-application of an already configured composition
system. The composition is re-executed with the same input and output parameters, but
might yield different composition results. The replay mechanism is a good strategy to
synchronize composites after the user has edited fragments or changed the composition
program.
Typically, a replay is performed when one or more source fragments are modified, or
the composition program has changed. Using replay for SkAT is straightforward. In the
simplest case, the re-execution of a previously configured composition system can be
triggered manually by the developer via the editor’s interface. A more sophisticated ap-
proach is to listen for changes to source fragments and perform the replay automatically
on a detected change.
The replay mechanism only has an effect for changes directly applied to the source
fragments. However, the intention of the round-trip editor is to allow the user to work
with the generated composite and distribute the changes made. Thus, the replay
mechanism has to be part of the round-trip tool chain. It has to be called internally after
user modifications are handled appropriately, i. e., are propagated back to the source
fragments.
6.2 AST MODIFICATIONS
In short, a modification describes what has changed from one AST to another. Given
two ASTs, a minimal list of changes can be found via a tree diff tool. A minimal list of
changes is defined via the minimal edit distance which is a measure for the difference.
In section 6.2.2 the process of finding modifications is further explained. The result
of the comparison can be inspected to determine the type of a modification. In the
following, it is explained what an atomic modification is and what types of modifications
can occur.
First, let us have a look at the two trees that need to be compared. The first tree
corresponds to the composite’s AST before the user edit. The second tree is associated
with the first parseable instance of the source code after the user edit. Parseability
is specified by the parser used for the target language, and thus varies for different
composition systems. In particular, this definition covers the well-formedness of the
source code only to the degree the underlying grammar is capable of. Parseability,
in general, means that the re-parsed AST has a correct structure with regard to the
grammar.
Although parseability of the source code is the only necessity for a modification, the
notion of a completed or finalized modification should be considered. The idea of a
complete modification is that not every user edit leading to a parseable file should
be treated as a finalized modification, i. e., fragments and composites should not be
synchronized too often. Intuitively, renaming a variable should be a single modification,
although the AST would have been updated several times. A way to concern this issue
is to detect a pause in editing and try to parse the composite only then. For instance,
the round-trip system should not try to compare the ASTs while the user is still typing.
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Another option is to let the user “record” a modification, i. e., the beginning and
completion of a modification are manually specified. In any case, finding appropriately
sized modifications can benefit the usability of a round-trip system significantly, but are
not a technical necessity.
In the following, the different types of modifications are introduced. These will help
later when searching for the correct origins and when dealing with the backpropagation
of changes.
6.2.1 MODIFICATION TYPES
First, we define deletions, insertions, and terminal and non-terminal updates as atomic
modification types. An atomic modification means that only a single element has
changed between the two ASTs, where a single element can also be a subtree. There-
after, composed modifications are defined.
Terminal and Nonterminal Deletions The deletion of AST elements is an atomic
modification. In this case, either a terminal node or a subtree rooted at a nonterminal
node is removed. The type of the removed element does not matter and thus the
removal of any element is simply called a deletion. In the SkAT/Minimal hierarchy of
AST nodes, only elements from List or Opt nodes can be removed with a deletion,
e. g., removing a statement from the body of a while-loop.
Terminal and Nonterminal Insertions Inserting an element in the AST is called an
insertion. The added element in a terminal insertion is a terminal node, in a nonterminal
insertion it is a nonterminal node rooting a subtree. Similar to deletions, the type of
the inserted node does not matter. With an insertion, elements can be inserted only at
List or Opt nodes, e. g., inserting an optional variable modifier or a new statement.
Terminal Updates A terminal update is a change of the content of a terminal node.
Thus, the structure of an AST is not changed by the modification. A terminal update, for
instance, is the renaming of a variable.
Nonterminal Updates The last atomic modification type is the nonterminal update.
Analogue to the terminal update, a nonterminal update changes a nonterminal node,
i. e., replaces a given element in the AST by another one. For instance, the type of an
expression node might change from addition to subtraction when the user edits the
plus symbol to be a minus sign. Note that nonterminal updates can also affect the
subtree rooted at the modified node, e. g., when replacing one statement with another.
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Composed Modifications Lastly, we will have a look at the non-atomic modification
type of composed modifications. This modification type is required since a user edit
might cause a sequence of atomic modifications. Therefore, a composed modification
contains a list of modifications.
Figure 6.1 shows a modification of a while-statement which consists of one insertion
and one nonterminal edit. The user has removed the braces, and thereby the syntax
changes. The nonterminal block statement is replaced with a single statement (non-
terminal update), and the remaining statement is inserted after the while-statement.
while (x < 10) {
x = x+1;
print(x);
}
while (x < 10)
x = x+1;
print(x);
while
x<10 Block
x=x+1; print(x);
while
x<10 x=x+1;
print(x);
Figure 6.1: A composed modification consisting of a nonterminal update
and an insertion.
Note that updates can also be interpreted as deletions and insertions. In the example
above, instead of the nonterminal update the list of statements would have been
removed from the while-statement and the single statement would be inserted in
another modification. However, this would result in a higher edit distance between the
trees.
6.2.2 DETECTING MODIFICATION TYPES
Detecting the correct type of a modification depends on the quality and capability of
the algorithm or tool applied to detect changes between the ASTs. For each atomic
change to the AST there is a node nold which is modified to a new node nnew . If now
the types of nold and nnew are equal, the modification is an update. More specific, if
nold was a nonterminal, then its a nonterminal update, otherwise it is a terminal update.
Similarly, if nold is any element and nnew is not defined (or cannot be found) then the
modification is a deletion. Analogously, if nold in not present and nnew is any element
then the modification is an insertion.
If more than one change is detected, the modification is composed. For every change,
the modification’s type can be detected as described above. In general, the modification
types follow the composite design pattern, as can be seen in figure 6.2.
Obviously, finding the minimal set of changes is more complicated than hinted above.
The well-known Levenshtein distance can be applied to compute the differences for
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Modification
AtomicModification ComposedModification
*
Figure 6.2: The hierarchical structure of modifications in form of the com-
posite pattern.
trees. Although the edit distance as defined by Levenshtein is best known for string
comparisons, it can also be applied to trees. The two surveys by Bille (2005) and Akutsu
et al. (2014) compare several algorithms for computing the edit distance for trees.
6.3 ORIGIN INFERENCE
Tracing the origin of an element in the sense of mapping an atomic modification in the
composite to a source fragment is a major task in a round-trip system. The tracing
information gathered during the composition is the base for the desired mapping. The
provided information is sufficient for finding a unique origin in some cases, or at least
allows for computing all possible origin candidates. The former case is further described
in the remainder of this section, whereas the latter is substance of the gap edit problem
in section 6.4.
6.3.1 INFERENCE FOR UPDATED ELEMENTS
As shown by Chalabine and Kessler (2007) and Böhme (2009), locating the origin for an
updated element is simple when using the tracing information. Updated elements, as
defined above, appear whenever a user edit does not change the AST’s structure, i. e.,
no element is inserted or deleted.
Whenever an element is updated in the composite, its origin can be retrieved via the
explicit origin() attribute. As shown in chapter 4, this information is accessible for
every node in the AST.
To cite an example, think of a terminal node containing the identifier of a variable.
Changing the identifier’s string does not affect the AST structure, but only the node’s
value. However, an updated element might affect the composition interface, for instance
when a fragment is woven based on implicit name-based hooks. This example’s use
case is further discussed in section 6.5.1.
Most of the time, the intention of an update is to change the fragment at the specific
location e. g., to correct a typographical mistakes. Of course, other scenarios are
possible. The exact interpretation of a user edit is subject to the backpropagation
algorithm as presented in section 6.5.
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6.3.2 INFERENCE FOR DELETED ELEMENTS
The inference of deleted elements is exactly the same as for updates. Whenever an
element is removed by the user, the corresponding node and all its children are removed
from the AST. The origin can be located via the tracing information.
Nevertheless, the user’s intention might be different from a complete removal. Instead
of propagating a deletion to the fragment itself, the intention might be to modify the
composition interface in a way such that the fragment is no longer woven in at this
location. This problem is further discussed in section 6.5, where we will see how
atomic edits lead to specific actions of backpropagation.
To illustrate these two cases of updated and deleted elements, figure 6.3 shows how
the explicit tracing information leads to the source fragment of the edited element.
Obviously, the origin information has to be retrieved from the appropriate AST nodes
before the changes are applied, i. e., before the update is performed or the element is
removed.
updatedeletion
A
B
B
A
A
A
Figure 6.3: Inference of origin information for updates and deletions.
The origin of the updated or deleted node is found by looking for the tracing information
of that specific node on the path towards the root node. Either the node itself or one of
its preceding parent nodes contains the information we are interested in.
6.3.3 INFERENCE FOR INSERTED ELEMENTS
The inference for inserted elements is not as simple as for updated or deleted ele-
ments. The main problem in this case is that there does not exist a node in the AST
corresponding to the inserted element. The unique mapping of the new element to
an origin fragment is only possible in a very constrained case, otherwise no exclusive
mapping can be found. Due to this complexity, section 6.4 will cover this topic.
6.4 GAP EDIT PROBLEM
Inserted elements are harder to handle than updated or deleted elements. Since added
elements are completely new, they do not have corresponding source fragments, i. e.,
the added element’s origin is not yet defined. Therefore, it is the round-trip system’s
responsibility to find potential origin candidates (cf. Samlaus (2009) and Böhme (2009)).
The user may be asked to select the intended origin from a list of candidates for
undecidable modifications.
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The reason why a unique mapping often cannot be determined is that the composition
systems allows for various solutions. The only requirement is that the inserted element
has to appear at the same position after a replay. Consequently, any mapping fulfilling
this constraint is valid.
The gap edit problem describes the conflicts which may arise during the search for
potential source fragments. Only one constellation allows for an automatic mapping of
the inserted element to a unique origin. In order to formalize the problem, we need the
notion of left and right neighbors in the AST.
Remember that the nodes in an AST are implicitly ordered, i. e., the left-most child of
a parent node appears in the source code before its siblings. Thus, we can intuitively
define the notion of neighborhood between nodes. More precisely, if nodes n1 to
nk are the children of a parent node p, then ni has the neighbors ni−1 and ni+1, for
1 < i < k. We call ni−1 the left neighbor of ni , and ni+1 the right neighbor of ni . Note
that n1 only has a right neighbor, and nk only has a left neighbor. Figure 6.4 visualizes
the neighborhood property of AST nodes.
. . . . . .
n1 ni−1 ni ni+1 nk
left neighbor of ni right neighbor of ni
Figure 6.4: Neighborhood of AST nodes.
For each inserted element, the parent node can be determined. Let p denote the parent
of an inserted node n. We can now specify a list of potential source fragments based
on the new node’s parent p and its neighbors nleft and nr ight .
In the simplest case, the new element is added between two fragments with the same
origin, and its parent node has the same source fragment as its neighbors. Thus, the
inserted element is internal, i. e., the new element’s origin can clearly be mapped to
the origin of its siblings and parent. In figure 6.5 the structure of an internal addition is
shown.
A
internal addition
A’⇒
Figure 6.5: An internal addition of a new element into the AST.
In more complex cases, the list of origin candidates is longer. Johannes, Samlaus, and
Seifert (cf. 2009, Fig. 4) alleged an example where the full range of origin candidates
is possible. The AST structure and the inserted node are shown in figure 6.6. The
composite consists of a base fragment A (gray nodes) and two nodes which are woven
in, depicted in purple (fragment B) and orange (fragment C), respectively. A new node
is added to the list between the two woven fragments A and B, as indicated by the
dashed node.
In the given situation, the new node’s parent node (the list) stems from the base
fragment A, the left neighbor from fragment B, and the right neighbor from fragment C.
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Each of these fragments could be the target fragment, or the new element could even
be a new fragment on its own. The four possibilities are indicated in the bottom row.
The ASTs (1) and (2) show the resolved gap edit problem in case the new node belongs
to one of its neighbors. The rightmost AST (4) depicts the structure in which the new
node belongs to the base fragment A. The third AST (3) shows the new node being a
fragment on its own (shown in green).
List
List
(1)
List
(2)
List
(3)
List
(4)
Figure 6.6: An instance of the gap edit problem which can be resolved in
four variants.
This leads to a more general formalization of source fragment candidates. For a newly
added element, the source fragment candidates are determined by its parent and left
and right neighbor. Let nnew denote the new node, p the parent node, and nleft and nr ight
be the left and right neighbor, respectively. According to section 4.3, we can retrieve
the origin information for each node via the origin() attribute, e. g., p.origin(). For
better readability, in the following origin(n) will be used to denote the access of the
origin() attribute of the AST node n.
The set of potential source fragments is then defined as follows, given that both left
and right neighbor exist1.
candidates :=
{
origin(p), origin(nleft ), origin(nr ight )
}
Obviously, if origin(p) = origin(nleft ) = origin(nr ight ) the candidate set as defined above
contains a single element. This corresponds to the basic case of an internal addition as
shown in figure 6.5, i. e., a unique mapping of the new element to a source fragment.
The case study in figure 6.6 shows another possible source candidate in form of a new
fragment. This additional case is not applicable for any addition, but only if the new
element is added at a variation point. Then, introducing a new fragment fnnew is an
additional potential source fragment which is added to the set of candidates. Note that
this could also be the case when both neighbors and the parent node have the same
origin.
Thus, for the example given in figure 6.6, the list of source candidates contains frag-
ments A, B, and C. The new fragment D is added because the new node is inserted
at a variation point of fragment A. The example clearly shows a problem of automatic
round-trip systems which is not knowing the user’s intention. The task of assembling a
list of potential source fragments, however, can be formalized by looking at the new
element’s neighbors and parent.
1The respective elements are just left out if the neighboring node does not exist,i. e., if the inserted node
is the left-most or right-most child of p.
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6.4.1 INFERENCE IN SKAT
SkAT/Minimal’s AST hierarchy can effortlessly be used to implement the formalism
specified above. Only the AST node interface as introduced in section 5.3.1 has to be
extended in order to allow for building the candidates list.
The AST node class contains a public method with which the parent node can be
inquired. This method, getParent(), has to be included in the IASTNode interface.
Similarly, the position of a node n in the list of children of its parent can be retrieved
via indexInParent(), and a specific child of a node is accessible via getChild(int n).
Thus, it is no hassle to find and access the left and right neighbor of a node.
For further inspections of a node a set of methods is present in the node class. For
instance, isHook() and isSlot() give information about the type of a composition
point, and isList() denotes whether the node is a list node with several children.
In summary, collecting the potential source fragments can be achieved with just slightly
adding to the AST node interface. The methods mentioned above need to be part of
the general node interface in order to be accessible for the round-trip system.
6.4.2 MULTIPLE SOURCE FRAGMENTS
Up to this point we implicitly assumed that each element inserted by the user only
affects one source, i. e., the addition should be propagated to a single source fragment
from the list of candidates. However, an added element could also be the result of
multiple changes to different fragments, e. g., introducing a new slot in fragment F and
directly binding a new fragment E to this slot. Figure 6.7 shows this scenario.
CompositeFragment F Fragment F’ Fragment E⇒
Node Added Node Slot
Figure 6.7: A non-minimal origin assignment to two source fragments.
Although the result of the re-composition is valid, we do not allow multiple source
fragments for one inserted element. This can be justified in several ways. In the
following, two reasons are explained, one founded in the semantics of an edit, the
other being a technical reason.
Semantically, defining two or more fragments as an origin implies an explicit change to
the composition interface of an existing fragment, e. g., of fragment F in the example
above. The developer should be aware of this change, and instead should modify the
composition interfaces as desired manually.
The more technical reason is that such a scenario is non-minimal, i. e., we can find a
single potential source fragment instead of multiple ones. The proposed mapping of an
inserted element to the respective origin should be minimal in terms of the tree edit
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distance. Minimal origin assignments are required to present the user a finite list of
potential source fragments.
Figure 6.7 shows an example for a non-minimal origin assignment. Instead of detecting
the added node as an internal addition, the composition interface of fragment F is
changed (resulting in fragment F’) and a new fragment E with the new element is
created. This setup can be expanded to an infinite chain of new fragments, each of
them containing only a single slot.
Thus, the limitation of minimal origin assignments or candidates is a sane restriction
for a round-trip system. It technically allows for presenting the user a list of potential
source fragments and forces developers to manually perform significant changes to the
composition interfaces and the composition program.
6.5 APPLYING MODIFICATIONS
In the following, the actions required to synchronize fragments and composites are
presented, i. e., the backpropagation of modifications is formalized. First, two general
issues are discussed, namely multiple occurrences of fragments and local patches.
Afterwards, the different modification types are mapped to specific actions and user
interactions.
Fragment Occurrences One problem occurring when propagating a modification is
that a fragment can appear multiple times in the composition process. In order to
discern critical spots for a modification, all occurrences of the fragment assigned as
origin have to be found. Thereby, multiple usages of a fragment can be detected and
the consequences of a change can be presented to the user. Technically, SkAT offers
several possible ways to achieve this.
The first method is to manually search for the fragment in each output file2. A nicer
approach is to use SkAT’s collNodes(Collector c) method on AST nodes. The
Collector class encapsulates the search property, in this case the comparison of
a node’s origin with the queried fragment. By searching for a fragment’s root node
explicitly, multiple occurrences of this fragment in one composite can be detected. If
the returned list of nodes is not empty, the specific fragment occurs in the output.
Likewise, the exact position and amount of occurrences in a file can be retrieved.
As for all operations that have to be accessible on the AST nodes, the used methods
(e. g., collNodes()) need to be added to the AST node interface.
Local Patches Beside applying a modification to all occurrences of a fragment, the
user can decide to apply the change only locally. In the following, the notion of a local
patch is used in the context of applying different kind of changes. Propagating an atomic
modification (an update, insertion, or deletion) as a local patch requires several actions
to be performed by the round-trip system:
• create a new fragment(-version)
2The output file is given by the woven AST.
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• adapt the composition system• re-compose all fragments
Chalabine and Kessler (2007) just mention a local patch as being applied to the end of
the weaving sequence. The template versions introduced by Böhme (2009) go one step
further and present a formalism for intelligently managing local patches and versioning
of templates. Template versions and the associated concepts allow for maintaining
multiple forms of one template or fragment. Therefore, in the context of SkAT we are
going to call them fragment versions. Figure 6.8 shows a fragment with two different
versions. The contained ASTs differ, but they are going to be treated as different
instances of the same fragment. The next paragraph explains this with a short example.
Fragment
Version 1 Version 2
Figure 6.8: A simple fragment with two different versions.
Consider a simple example of a fragment containing the type and modifiers for some
class variable, e. g., public int or private float. Now, the composite is edited and
an additional modifier is inserted into the woven fragment. For instance, the developer
changes public int to public static int. Then s/he decides that the modification
should not be distributed to all occurrences, but instead the static modifier should be
a local patch. A new fragment version is the solution for modeling the desired behavior.
The new version is stored besides the old ones within the fragment. If desired, the
new version can further on be reused in the composition.
In order to retrieve the correct results after re-executing the composition, the com-
position program needs to be adapted. Assuming a default variant for each fragment
simplifies handling fragments within composition operations. A program update is only
necessary if the user wants to perform a local patch to the composite. In the following,
two illustrative cases are presented. In general, context information can be used to
decide which fragment version should be taken for the weaving process. Another viable
option is to use black- or white-lists to define composition points for specific fragments
and versions.
Explicit Composition Point If the fragment depicted for a local patch was woven
in at an explicit composition point, a simple way of handling the different version is
to rename the slot and adapt the composition program accordingly. Consider the
original slot denoted by #Slot_A# was bound with the default version of fragment A.
In order to apply a local patch the specific slot declaration has to be renamed, e. g., to
be #Slot_A_v2#, where #Slot_A_v2# is a new and unique slot identifier. Finally, the
existing composition program has to be extended with a new binding operator, which
binds the new fragment version to the newly created slot. However, the user should be
(made) aware that this changes the variation point and distinguishes it from the original
point.
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Implicit Composition Point Applying a local patch at an implicit composition point is
not as simple as the use case above. Since the implicit point cannot simply be renamed,
the existing composition program needs to be adapted in order to fulfill two properties.
1. Exclude the local patch from the general weaving operation for the implicit point.
2. Add the local patch as an additional weaving operation.
In practice, this might be achieved by using cascaded constraint checks in order to
determine the correct version to be used for binding or extending implicit composition
points. A problem that remains is how the exact position of local patches can be
automatically specified via such conditions.
Finding the best applicable way to modify SkAT composition program is subject to
future research. Sections 7.1 and 7.2 discuss some aspects that need to be considered
when designing and implementing the concrete mechanisms, and present possible
alternatives.
6.5.1 PROPAGATING TERMINAL UPDATES
Terminal updates can be handled quite easily. The change can uniquely be mapped
to an origin fragment. Since a terminal update is just a change of a terminal’s value,
this change can be propagated to the source fragment directly. For instance, fixing a
typographical mistake in a variable name is just a change of the string denoting the
variable’s name, but does not affect the overall AST structure.
However, even a simple update of a node’s attributes can cause significant changes
to the composition result. As an example, the composition program can make use
of implicit hooks defined by names of program elements, e. g., for methods in Java
source code that start with get. If the getter method is now renamed, it may loose
the implicit hook. In a following composition replay, the formerly extended hook is no
longer present at the method, and thus the composition result changes.
As previously discussed, the number of occurrences of a fragment and the significance
of a change have to be taken into account for the backpropagation. For updates, we
can spot two scenarios:
1. A safe update without user interaction.
2. An ambiguous update which requires a user input.
The former eventuates whenever the modified node’s origin has only a single occurrence
in the composition. The update has no side effects, i. e., after a replay no additional
changes appear. This kind of modification can be handled automatically. In order to
preserve a history for the fragment, the change can be introduced as a new fragment
version which is then used as the default version when weaving the fragment.
In order to handle the latter, the whole composition environment has to be inspected
for possible changes. If any are found, the conflicting spots have to be presented to
the user. The user can then choose between editing the fragment (and thus affecting
all of its occurrences), canceling the modification (undo the changes), or applying the
modification as local patch.
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Johannes, Samlaus, and Seifert (2009) have shown a simple way to detect whether a
clarification of the user’s intent is necessary. The following quote defines an relatively
uncomplicated rule for this purpose:
“In general, one can say that whenever reexecuting a composition causes
more changes than the ones that triggered the synchronization, the intent
of the changes must be clarified.”
Instead of inspecting the composition system directly, only the composition results
before and after the propagation are compared. Depending on the quality of this
comparison the user can be confronted with additional dialogs. Since SkAT works as
a source-to-source composition framework, we can rely on well-known and powerful
tools for textual comparison. The most remarkable representative possibly is the diff
utility which can be used to compare two files. It works line-oriented, for a more
fine-grained inspection other string comparison tools and algorithms can be used. Of
course, the comparison algorithm for ASTs mentioned in section 6.2 can also be applied
at this point.
The benefit of this approach clearly is the reduced complexity when dealing with the
composition program. It is a viable alternative to direct inspection or reflection of the
composition program’s source code, although it does not help when the modification
of the program is required. Section 7.2 further evaluates the problem of changing the
composition program.
6.5.2 PROPAGATING NON-TERMINAL UPDATES
Nonterminal updates can be propagated back similarly to their terminal counterpart.
Instead of a single node’s value, the subtree rooted at the modified element is replaced.
The issues of multiple occurrences, user intention, and adaption of the composition
program and/or interface have to be handled likewise.
Although both update types can be handled the same, the difference in their effect
should be emphasized. Where the terminal update is just a smaller change to terminal,
the nonterminal update can change the AST’s structure significantly. Nonetheless, in
the following the backpropagation of terminal and nonterminal modifications is not
further distinguished.
6.5.3 PROPAGATING DELETIONS
Another simple type of modification is a deletion. It consists only of a single edit which
deletes an element, either from a List or an Opt. As before, other occurrences of the
deleted fragment have to be determined. In general, there are again three possible
actions which can be performed to propagate a deletion back to the source fragments.
If no other occurrences of the fragment can be found, the element can simply be
deleted. However, this is not recommended, since the fragment is lost for later usage.
Instead, similar to a local patch, the composition program should be modified to exclude
the fragment from the weaving process.
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If the fragment appears in another composite, the user can choose to cancel the action,
perform a local change as described above, or remove the fragment at every occurrence,
i. e., remove all directives for including the deleted element in the composition process.
As before, keeping the fragment in the code base is advised. Furthermore, an additional
option for completely deleting the fragment can be presented to the user if s/he chooses
to distribute the deletion to all usages.
Note that a deletion can also be implemented by an empty fragment version being
bound at the specific location. This will automatically preserve the original fragment
for later usage. However, for big composition systems many empty fragment versions
could have a negative impact on the performance. Thus, the approach of excluding the
fragment from composition is to be preferred.
6.5.4 PROPAGATING INSERTIONS
The last and more complex type of an atomic modification is the insertion of a new
element. Most of the time, the added element cannot be assigned to a unique fragment,
but instead the gap edit problem (cf. section 6.4) occurs.
Insertions can be handled similarly to updates and deletions if they are internal. Given
that, the only user decision required is whether the patch should be local or global. The
local patch will create a new fragment version with the added element and apply it
locally, otherwise the new fragment version is used globally for all occurrences of the
fragment.
Otherwise, if the addition is not internal, the task of backpropagation proceeds in two
stages:
1. Present the user a list of source fragment candidates, and
2. let the user choose between local or global edit.
The second stage acts exactly as described above. The post-condition of the preceding
stage is that the user has specified to which fragment the added element belongs,
which enables the round-trip system to properly proceed and synchronize the fragments.
The first stage is used to determine the source fragment for propagation. Remember
the different possibilities to map the addition to an origin as presented in section 6.4.
The user is confronted with a list of all potential sources, including the option to create a
new fragment3. Additionally, the implied changes can be presented to the user visually.
If the user decides to create a new fragment, s/he has to specify the fragment’s name
and location, and an empty fragment is created.
6.5.5 PROPAGATING COMPOSED MODIFICATIONS
Lastly, the propagation of composed modifications is treated. Remember the composite
structure of the modification hierarchy. We can benefit from the properties implied
by this structure. In general, the composed modification has a tree structure, with
atomic modifications as leaves. Thus, traversing the composed modification in-order
3The list of potential source fragments is computed as described in section 6.3.
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in a depth-first manner, the contained atomic modifications are visited sequentially.
Note that the order of modifications in the composed modification depends on the tree
comparison utilized in finding the changes.
For each of the contained atomic modifications the backpropagation is performed
according to the descriptions above. In other words, a composed modification is
propagated back by a sequence of backpropagation actions defined by the contained
atomic modifications.
6.6 ADAPTING SKAT COMPOSITION PROGRAMS
This chapter should be concluded with a statement about the technical capability of
SkAT/Minimal-based composition systems for the concepts of backpropagation as
presented in section 6.5. Especially, the adaption of the composition program is an
issue that is not easily solved.
Due to Java being SkAT’s composition language, the high flexibility of this general pur-
pose programing language stands against the complexity of inspecting, understanding,
and modifying the composition program. Unfortunately, this complexity prevents the
handling of any modification that requires the composition program to be changed.
Section 7.2 attempts to point out possible solutions to this problem.
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7 EVALUATION AND OUTLOOK ON
FUTURE WORKS
Besides the promising and beneficial aspects of round-trip engineering as presented
above, the whole technique should be scrutinized with regard to several questions.
In this last chapter, the suitability of the SkAT system for RTE is evaluated, some
continuative thoughts and ideas are presented, and the general value of RTE for future
composition systems is questioned.
First, the problem of fragment versioning and management is shortly addressed in
section 7.1, which leads to the proposal of an easy-to-use DSL for composition programs
in section 7.2. Moreover, the editor class of structured editors is considered as an
alternative to traditional text-based editors in section 7.3. The work is concluded with a
final statement about RTE for SkAT/Minimal in general in section 7.4.
7.1 FRAGMENT VERSIONING
As hinted in section 3.4 and further evaluated in section 6.5, maintaining different
versions of one fragment is essential for handling local patches and fine-grained compo-
sition. Besides the management of different fragment versions in the sense of variants,
the versioning systems needs to take care of the correct usage of the fragment variants.
Several questions and issues arise from this basic concept, which are discussed in the
following.
Exceptions prove the rule. Although a local patch might look promising to a devel-
oper in some situation, it really should rather be an exception than a rule. The main
purpose of using templates and pre-defined fragments in composition systems is to
reuse well-tested and reliable parts of code, and to weave recurring fragments into
different source files.
Another problem occurring with fragment versions are diverging variants, i. e., the
contents of different versions represent completely different aspects or structures. This
is possible as modifications to fragments are just transformations on the syntactic level.
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It is the developer’s task to ensure that a fragment conforms to a specific intention. To
cite an example, a fragment originally intended for logging is changed to perform validity
checks in a fragment version. In this case the semantics of the fragment variants has
diverged from its original intention. On the other hand, extending the fragment with an
additional logging statement is semantically meaningful, but is based on the same type
of modification.
Thus, local patches and multiple fragment versions need to be used carefully in compo-
sition systems. One needs to ponder the advantages and disadvantages of fragment
versioning for every new use case and find means to control the semantics of fragments
and their versions.
Evaluate the use case. As hinted above, evaluating the specific use case is crucial for
deciding whether to use fragment versioning or not. This question cannot be answered
in general, but the different aspects of the software development process have to be
considered.
Allowing for fragment versions enables a great flexibility for developers and users.
General and vague template fragments can be adapted and refined through different
versions for each individual woven instance. This allows for fine-grained composition
and flexible adaption of fragments for the cost of possibly diverging fragment variants
and increasing complexity of the composition program. Future work should investigate
if and how fragment versions can be restricted to small modifications derived from a
common root fragment.
The opposite approach is to prohibit versioning at all, which causes modifications to
be either distributed to all occurrences or to be reverted. As a consequence, the
composition program stays simple and the system does not need to manage any
fragment variants. On the other hand, this clearly limits the user’s flexibility drastically.
Even a slight modification to a fragment will result in a new copy, which may cause a
flooding of fragments.
A solution in-between should aim for user flexibility while keeping the composition
complexity low. As denoted in section 6.5, fragment versions can be used to record a
history of fragment modifications. Furthermore, a small amount of fragment variants
might be allowed in a production system in order to enable for an evolutionary process
of fragment development. That way, the original purpose of reusing fragments persists,
while misuse is reduced.
7.2 COMPOSITION PROGRAM DSL
Another aspect that needs further attention is the way the composition program is
defined. Currently, SkAT’s composition language is Java, i. e., the weaving directives are
defined in Java source code. An important advantage of this practice is that developers
can easily understand, write, and extend composition programs without having to learn
a new programming language. On the other hand, as described in section 6.5, changing
the Java source code in order to correctly adapt the composition program is more
complicated to do automatically.
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Using inspection and reflection on the user’s composition programs can only modify the
weaving process up to the functionality of the common composition program interface.
Any functionality the user has implement for a specific language or use case is unknown
to the round-trip system. On this account, an auxiliary markup language for composition
points or domain specific composition language might be considered.
The idea of the former is to separate the declaration of composition points, i. e., ex-
tension and variation points, from the core composition program. As a consequence,
composition points and and composition operations can be treated independently from
each other. The exact scope and responsibilities of the markup language need to be
investigated in order to decide for the auxiliary language’s design and functionality. To
further convey the idea, specifying a local patch of a fragment could be handled solely by
changing the markup language. For instance, a general definition for an extension point
at the beginning of a method could be further refined by the name of the containing
class, its modifiers, and so on. The markup language could be used to select a specific
(fragment) version based on these properties.
The latter pushes the idea of a simplified composition language further and aims at
an easy way to define the composition. In particular, the programmatic adaption by
the round-trip system is in focus of this simplification. The composition DSL can
be seen as a combination of the markup language proposed above and a variant
of a C-like language tailored for defining a composition program. The overhead of
comprehensive understanding for developers has to be considered for this approach,
as the understanding and application of a new DSL is probably more complicated than
the markup language solution.
In addition to the comprehensive overhead, the usefulness of a DSL for describing
a composition system has to be questioned. A DSL in general aims to reduce the
complexity of a given environment and to focus the usability on specific tasks. For
SkAT as composition system, relying on Java as composition language offers high
flexibility and expressiveness for the composition program. A DSL could either try
to grant comparable freedom, in which case DSL would become as complex as any
other general purpose programming language, or it would restrict the expressiveness,
canceling out one of the benefits of SkAT.
Altogether, any DSL and other domain specific solutions can be incorporated as another
level of abstraction into the framework (cf. figure 2.7 on page 15). However, this does
not help with the problem of the adaption of the composition program in general.
Another option is to evaluate the usability of SkAT4J as a base for the composition
program. SkAT4J is a system for ISC which allows for well-formed composition. It
might be used to compose a composition program from smaller composition fragments.
Changing and adapting a composition program built from (simpler or restricted) Java
fragments might enable the adaption of the composition program by the round-trip
system to some degree.
All in all, the adaption of the composition program to allow for local patches, insertions,
and deletions is crucial for a full RTE system. The issues depicted above show that a
further evaluation is needed to determine user preferences and technical capabilities.
The next section leaves the problem of modifying the composition program behind
and deals with structured editors which were mentioned as an alternative base for
RTE-editors in section 5.3.4.
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7.3 STRUCTURED EDITORS
As already hinted in section 5.3.4, structured editors are a considerable alternative to
traditional text editors when modifying source code. Since structured editors know
about the underlying syntax of a document, they ensure a valid modification with regard
to this syntax and modifications can easily be mapped to syntactic constructs.
Although structured editors have been around for a long time, they never had a break-
through. Gomolka and Humm (2013) blame the different workflow for their unrenowned-
ness. The huge success of plain but fast to handle editors such as Emacs and Vim
indicates the importance of a fast and fluent workflow for developers. The distinct
control principle of structured editors, however, can be beneficial for round-trip systems.
One of the earliest mentioned structured editors is the Interlisp environment for the
Lisp programming language (cf. Teitelman and Masinter, 1981). Recent research dealt
with the application of structured editors for modern programming languages such as
C# (cf. Osenkov, 2007) and general purpose editors (cf. Suvajd and Hajdukovi, 2006).
Gomolka and Humm (2013) evaluate the usability and design of structured editors and
present basic requirements. The key concept proposed is to increase comprehensibility
while not limiting the developer in the functionality known from text editors. The insight
of the evaluation, applied to SkAT, is that the structured editor mainly benefits the
handling of modifications for the round-trip system, bot not necessarily for the user.
The main advantage of structured editors is that the developer can edit the programs AST
directly and with guaranteed well-formedness with regard to the underlying grammar.
Since the syntax tree is directly modified via the editor, the detection of changes is
simplified drastically. Moreover, structured editors enable for the view concept as
described by Böhme (2009) in source-to-source composition programs. The woven
composition result can be seen as views on different source fragments. Using the
tracing information from the round-trip system, a structured editor can be used to
connect views on a composite with the views on the contained fragments.
7.4 SKAT RTE SYSTEM
This work is going to be concluded by a last review of SkAT/Minimal as RTE system.
First, the presented contributions are briefly summarized. Finally, possible steps for
extending the editor prototype and the SkAT framework are addressed.
Summary In order to wrap-up the achievements of this work, the contributions
defined in section 1.3 are briefly summarized. Special emphasis is put on the connec-
tions between the separate parts, in order to form a general view on the results and
realizations presented.
Chapter 4 has shown that SkAT/Minimal-based composition systems can technically
be extended towards round-trip functionality. The implemented tracing mechanism
works uniformly for arbitrary composition systems built with the framework. Thus, the
fulfillment of the first contribution [C1] enables further considerations on RTE. The editor
prototype developed in chapter 5, conforming to contribution [C2], is a proof-of-concept
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for the RTE capabilities of SkAT-based composition systems. The choice of an Eclipse
plug-in offers the ability to extend and evolve the prototype with the insights gained
through the third contribution [C3]. The evaluation of round-trip concepts with regard to
SkAT has shown that automatic RTE is not possible for the source-to-source transfor-
mations performed by SkAT. However, RTE features can simplify the workflow when
developing, evolving, and tuning fragments for software composition. Moreover, RTE
can be a guidance for the software development process, e. g., by ensuring consistency
and enforcing good practices.
All in all, RTE contains ideas and concepts with a high potential for software develop-
ment. Nevertheless, it has to be said that the original idea of round-trip engineering
faces diverse issues in the context of invasive software composition. Further investi-
gation on use cases and user behavior can help to focus on the most advantageous
aspects of RTE, while omitting or solving existing problems.
Next Steps The integration of the round-trip concepts for SkAT in an Eclipse plug-in
allows for an easy extension and evolution. In order to create an interesting and
practicable tool for developers working with SkAT-based composition systems, the
plug-in has to be extended towards a further integration into the Eclipse workspace.
Future work should aim to ease the workflow for users, e. g., by offering advanced
preferences and settings customizable for use cases. For instance, input and output
folders for the composition system can be marked directly from the Eclipse workspace.
Moreover, user settings can be used to defined precedence orders for resolving gap
edit problems which leads to less user distractions.
Some of these suggestions are closely related to the problem of determining the user’s
intention. Together with a detailed analysis of user behavior and preferences, it is possi-
ble to create an integrated round-trip development environment for SkAT/Minimal-based
composition systems.
To round it up, a successful round-trip system for template-based code generation needs
to be tuned with regard to usability and technical capability in order to significantly
enhance the software development process.
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The enclosed CD contains the source code implementations presented in this document
and the document source itself. The content is structured as follows:
File/Directory Content
2014_GB_Nett.pdf The PDF file of this document.
readme.txt A readme file with general information about the usage of
the contained files.
doc/ The LATEX sources of this document, including all figures.
doc/img/
doc/tikz/
The graphics and figures used throghout this document.
skat/ The source code of the modified SkAT composition frame-
work and the Eclipse plug-in.
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